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Abstract
This thesis isan examination of the long-term spatial organizationofLabradorlnuit
coastal settlements. Existing descriptive accounts of the Labrador coast suggest important
differences in the intemal spatial arrangement of Inuit archaeol ogicalsites.Focusingon
winter sites containing sod houses temporally rangingrrom precontactlnuittomodern
times,thisresearchexaminesthevariabilityinthespatialpattemingofLabradorlnuitsod
houses, and addresses the particular issue of structures that can becharacterizedas
"outlier houses". This thesis takes a multidisciplinary and geographically broad
approach. Its goals, methods and conclusions were infonned byseveralmethodologies
andtheoriesofmoregeneralintereststoarchaeology,namelymateriality,
phenomenology, landscape archaeology, spatial analyses, aswellasethnolinguistics. This
thesis integrates the nearest neighbour (NN) analysis, adistance method stemming from
pointpattemanalyses.Exploratorytoolsfavouredforthepresentresearchwerethe
Stienen diagram, and the Empty space distance diagram.
Thepresentthesisdemonstratedthatgeneraltrendscouldbedeciphered from the
spatial pattemingofhouseswithin Labrador Inuit costal settlements.First,itissuggested
that ranges of specific distances may indicate sociospatial reI ationsbetween houses, while
some may indicate the contrary. Second, NN distances tend to increase and become more
disparate from southem to northem locations. Third, thisdistributi on indicates that the
wider time-span a site covers, the greater variability in spatia I arrangements it displays
The ethnographical data collected in the present work has allowed the following
assertions. For the Inuit, social distance and spatial distance are directly proportional.

Abandoned houses or house ruins may in fact have been considered inhabited by the
Inuit, just in a less tangible manner than in the case ofsimultaneousoccupations.lnuit
house, just like Lnuit bodies, can be used to communicate, and feel,socialclosenessor
distance. The concepts ofsilaqqaligiil and Illillaqqaligiil lie at the core of the
understandingoflnuitspatialpattemingofhouses.
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ChapterJlntrodJlctjou

Thisthesisisanexaminationoflong-termspatialorganization of Labrador Inuit
coastal settlements. Existing descriptive accounts of the Labradorcoastsuggestimportant
differences in the internal spatial arrangement of Inuit archaeol ogicalsites.Whilesome
thought has punctually been given to this phenomenon in some site reports and scholarly
papers, ithas not yet been properly addressed. Early in the course of reading published
work and learning the basic elements of Labrador's archaeology andethnohistory,it
became apparent that Inuit perception of otherness, space,andtime, were key elements to
the understanding of this problematic. [n this thesis, the tenn precontactLabrador Inuit is
being used over the term "Thule". Designating the Inuit who lived prior to contacts with
Europeans, the word Thule was arbitrarily chosen by members of the Fifth Thule
Expedition (1921-1924) because it reflected the name of the area, innorthwestGreeland,
where this culture was first identified. While it is widely accepted by archaeologists, this
word does not correspond to Inuit understanding of Inuit history' , and was therefore
voluntarily changed forprecontact Labrador Inuit. While it still refers to an arbitrary (and
euro-centric) division of Inuit history, it is felt that it better reflects the cultural continuum
existing between modem Inuit and the so-called "Thule" people. Likewise, the name
Palaeoeskimo, designating people occupying the area before the[nuit(ex.Dorsetand
Groswater),isherereplacedby"pre-lnuit".lgatheredfrompersonalandcolleague's
experience, as well as written sources (Dorais 1974; Kaplan, University of Alaska

1 This is a personal observation resulting from the exhaustive review of litterature necessitated by this MA
degree. There haven't been publications on the sUbject yet,

Website), that the word "Eskimo" (from the hulU "eater of raw meat" or Ojibwa "to net
snowshoes") is considered pejorative by most Inuit communities of the Arctic. Pre-Inuit,
therefore, seems a more respectful term to use in a thesis discuss ing the ancestry of these
particular people. Words are powerful, and even ifusedinnocently or scientifically, they
can have powerful ramifications into the way a given people is politicallyorsocially
considered by others (Silliman 2010a, 2010b).
Previous research in archaeology has demonstrated that the spatialdistributionof
dwellings in a site reflects the social decisions that were made by past people to regulate
interactions between members of the group (see Grier & Savelie 1994). They also may
reflect how, chronologically, houses in a settlement were built andoccupied.Existing
accounts of the Labrador coast suggest important differences in the intemal spatial
arrangement of Inuit coastal settlements, which may reflect fundamental elements of the
Inuit social structure. This research focuses on winter sites containing sod houses
temporally ranging from precontact Inuit to modem times. I argue that Inuit dwellings are
like extensions of their inhabitant's body, and thus become importantmeansof
communication when a person or group settles in a given location . Dialogues inevitably
occur between them and surrounding people, inhabited and uninhabiteddwellings,or
natural and human made structures, in order to establish a viable, if nothannonious
sharing of space (Hodder 2004). This project sheds some light on the possible meaning of

This research isa multidisciplinary examination of the variabiJityinthespatial
patterning of Labrador Inuit sod houses, as previously recorded by Kaplan (1983),
Schledermann(1971),Bird(1945),andWhitridge(unpublishedresearch material 2007,
2008). It integrates formal quantification methods stemming from pointpatternanalyses,
and qualitative analyses based on Inuit perception of otherness,space and time.
This study also raises questions, and proposes answers, on parti cularstructuresthat
can be characterized as "outlier houses". These dwellings are spatially removed from the
core of the community and are archaeologically visible in numerouslnuitsettlements
along the Labrador coast. Although the distinctive aspect ofthese houses relates to the
segregated space they occupy in villages, they can also differmorphologically in size,
shape, or architectural components (Kaplan 1983). Regarded as anomalous structures,
theyarementionedin,butrarelyformallyconsideredinlnuitarchaeologicalresearch,
typically because outliers skew the results of statistical analyses(GrierandSavelle 1994).
Although archaeologicallydismissed,outlierhousesdoexist,andprobably constitute a
significant statement on social marginalization created by group cohesion, expressed
social differences, gender and power relations, andlor economic structures.
This research project seeks to fulfill a set of multiple interconnectedobjectives.

• Conduct a comparative analysis ojLabrador Inuit intrasite spatial arrangement oj
houses based on the study ojquantifiable trends observed within Labrador Inuit
coastal selllementsJeaturing structures that have been dated to at least /Hlo oJthe
Jollowing period: protohistoric Inuit (l5'h to 161h centwy), early-contact/protohistoric
(l6'h to 17'h century), historic (late 17'h to mid-19lh centllly), late historic (mid-19 Ih to
early 20lh centwy) and modern (20'h centwy to today);

The data generated in this study were applied to the three specifi cquestionslistedbelow.
These acted as guidelines which helped keep this research's objectives in mind, while
investigatingfurtherthesocio-spatialmeaningoftheintra-site distribution of sod houses
within lnuitlong-ternl settlements, through the study of Inuit perception of otherness,
time and space.

1.1 Of Space, Time and Words: Situating this Research in Archaeology
This thesis takes a multidisciplinary and geographically broad approachtothestudy
of Labrador Inuit spatial organization. It builds upon the existingcorpusofarchaeological
andethnohistorical research concerning Labrador and the EasternArctic.Becausespatial
analysis of Labrador Inuit settlements is just beginning, it was here necessary to consider
records from Nunavik (northern Quebec) and Nunavut (Central Arctic and High Arctic).
The goals, methods and conclusions of this research are informedbyseveral
methodologies and theories of more general interest to archaeology, namely materiality,
landscape archaeology, spatial analysis, and ethnolinguistics.

I.J.1ThcStudyofMatcriality
The study of material objects as powerful organizers of social Ii fegoesbacktothe
early days of the social sciences. Mauss (1950:365; 1968:162) was one of the first to
explore bodily engagement in the world, and stress the importanceofobjects in social life
as well as the dual nature of matter, which can be considered both an imateandinanil11ate
at the same time. Within the last decade, l11ateriality has become a topic of increasing
interest in the disciplines of anthropology, sociology, archi tecture,andarchaeology
(Attfield 2000; Buchli 2002; Hodder 1986; Latour 1993; Meske1l2004; Miller 1998;
2005; Renfrew,etal. 2005; Thol11as 1996). Within archaeology, studies ofl11aterial
culture are traditionally understood as the contextual study of objects and assemblages as
a passive domain, accessible to hUl11an knowledge through theirllleasurableproperties
Firmly devoted to object analyses (form, materials, and manufacture)el11piricalstudiesdo
notautolllatically engage with social relations. However, a single object relates to both
spheres, a concept which is strongly advocated forwithinsyml11e tricalarchaeology
(Shanks2007;Webmoor2007).lnfact,Syml11etricalarchaeologybuilds upon the idea
that there is no dicholOllly between things and hUlllan beings, that theyarelllulually
constituted. The theoretical perspective advocated here focuses on the interrelationships
between sociality, telllporality, spatiality, and lllateriality(MeskeIl2004;Renfrew,etal.
2005).
Particularly important for this research is the notion ofmalerialhabillls(Meskell
2004,2005),definedas"theideaofalllateriallifeworldthatisconceived and constructed
by us, yet equally shaping of human experience in daily praxis"(M eske1l2005: 15).As

opposedtoideasorconcepts,physicalthingsoftenhavedifferentandlongerindividual
histories. Their presence or "force of matter" (Meskell 2005:15) has the power to shape
and influence the living. It is from this perspective that this research engages with the
study of materiality, seen as a dialectic between people and thi ngs.ltwillbedemonstrated
that Inuit houses, as objects situated in space and having an extended existence in time,
are important means of communication and have a serious impact on Inuit spatial

I.J.2LandscapeTheory
The study of archaeological landscapes as intangible componentsofhuman
culture emerged in this decade (Kantner 2005; Seibert 2006), and was strongly influenced
by cultural geography (Anschuetz el al 200 I; e.g. Doubleday 1992; Knapp and Ashmore
1999),and sociocultural anthropology (Hirsch and O'Hanlon 1995; Stewart 2003; e.g.
Basso 1996).
Archaeology usually combines two ingredients in theirviewoflandscape:first,
the land itself and second,the perception of the "land". The former, very simple and
objective, includes both the human made features and natural context that constitute the
site and its surroundings. The latter attempts to address the way pastpeopleandpresent
observers came to understand,interactwith and navigatewithi nthislandscape,both
conceptually and through lived experiences (Ingold 1993: 153-1 54; Johnson 2007: 3-4).
Landscape archaeology recognizes a dialectical relationship between society and culture
ontheonehand,andthenaturalenvironment,ontheother.ltisthusrecognizedthat

people's perceptions and actions shape the environment, and theenvironment, in turn,
shapesthedominantculturalperceptionsofalandscapewithina given society (Knapp
and Ashmore 1999: 6; Thomas 1996; Ingold 1993). Notions of space (the structural or
geometrical quality of an environment) and place (a notionwhichincludesthedimension
of lived experience and praxis) will thus be different and culturally variable from one
society to another (Ibid).
This Master's project emphasizes three different ways ofconceivingthe
landscape. First, landscape can be seen as nature, as something natural and detached from
human beings. Second, landscape can be treated as horizon,which consists in the limited
extentofa land that one can look upon fromagivenpositionorsituation.Finally,
landscape can be experienced as "home", which means as somethingyou are part of, and
that is also a part of you (Doubleday 1992).
Landscape as a cultural concept can also reflect human social identitiesthrough
environmental symbols, which "are one of the most likely means whereby social identity
and claims to space and time are defined and validated" (Lester and Conkey 1980:474).
Because they can store, classify and convey cultural infornlation, symbols have a
traditionalizing effect that tends to define a nonn or an acceptedwayofbeing. Some of
the characteristics that contribute to traditionalization are rigidities of styles, identifiable
order or patterns, repetitions, imitation of or conformance

to

physical features, and the

"actual pennanence,visibilityand formal aspects of architecture, raw materials, and the
use of space" (Rowntree and Conkey 1980: 264). As is the case with artifacts, gestures,

itemsofclothing,orarchitecture,symbolicelementsofthelandscapehave the potential
toestablishorreinforcetheboundariesofhumanlife,particularlythosedelineatingsocial
units. As such, features in this symbolic landscape can retlectanindividual'soragroup's
opportunities to delimit territory, control space or display personal differences (Rowntree
and Conkey, 1980). Symbols in the landscape also convey information about position in
time, and may destroy or signify social continuity by evoking not just specific memories
of what has gone before, but also that there "was existence and life before" (Rowntree
and Conkey 1980:462).Thechallengeforarchaeologyliesinidentifyingwhichelements
within a landscape had symbolic importance in a given society.
The Inuit landscape is suffused with symbols, and houses, as part of the built
environment, are particularly rich in this sense. Using site records of the past 30 years,
this thesis analyzes protohistoric Inuit settlement patterns through the ideological and
symbolic meaning of Inuit dwellings. Archaeologists, ethnologists and anthropologists
have demonstrated that for the Inuit, people, houses and the landscape are mutually
constituted, an idea that is imbedded in the Inuktitut language (Dorais 1996; Saladin
d'Anglure200I,2006;Therrien 1982, 1990;Whitridge2004)

1.1.3 Spatial Analyses and Sel/lement Pal/erns in Archaeology
The main aspect of this research relates to spatial analyses, and especially to the
study of spatial patterning of archaeological settlements. Distribution maps have been
research tools for archaeologists since the early years ofthedi scipline,especiallyin
prehistoric studies (Clark 1957: 153; Seibert 2006). However, systematic approaches to

the examination of archaeological map have only been common sincethe 1970's. At first,
most studies of spatial patterning adopted a strict empirical, and deterministic approach,
strongly focused on cultural evolution and ecology (Hodder and 0 rton 1976; Kantner
2005; Seibert 2006). Gradually, with the development of post-processualarchaeology(or
archaeologies,as is argued by many), spatial studies became embedded in a wider
referentialframeworkandtheoreticalscope(Kantner2005;Bevan and Connolly 2006;
Seibert 2006), and began to examine aspects of human culture suchasideology,power
relations and social structures (e.g. Dawson 1997; Hodder 1984; Leone 1986; Miller and
Tilley 1984; Shanks and Tilley 1987a, 1987b;Whitridge 1999).
From functionalist perspectives, to processual and post-processualinterests,
settlementstudiesthusbecamepartofmanyarchaeologicalprojects(Kantner2005;
Robertson 2006; Rossignol and Wandsnider 1992; Willey and Sabloff 1993:216219).
According to Bevan and COl1nolly (2006: 218», "settlementanalysis in archaeology seeks
tobuildupfromstaticdistributionofmaterialcultureandanthropogenicmodifications
visible in the contemporary landscape to an understanding of the dynamic cultural and
environmental processes of human settlement systems". The main toolsusedinsuch
studies are based on standard quantitative methods, and basicalIyexplorecorrelations
between settlement and social or environmental variables, as well as the nature of the
physical relationship between settlements or households (froll1di fferentcultures,eras,
etc.), which may be called "neighbourhood dependence" (Bevan and Connolly 2006; e.g.
Hodder 1976, 1984; Robertson 2006; Rossignol and Wandsnider 1992). The quantitative

tools most often used by archaeologists include linearorlogistic regression and nearest
neighbour or quadrat analysis (Kintigh 1990; Bevan and Connolly 2006). First used for
ecological purposes (Clark and Evans 1954),the latter was soon adopted by
archaeologists, and plays a particularly important role in this research. It appears to have
become a favored technique of the discipline because it is straightforward to calculate and
provides a coefficient that can be easily interpreted (Kintigh 1990: III; Bevan and
Connolly 2006: 218-219). However, nearest neighbour analysis also comes with its share
of methodological problems, which will be discussed in the methodology section of this

This thesis contributes to spatial studies and settlementanalysis in archaeology in
two ways. First, it will test whether nearest neighbour analyses can provide insights into
the archaeological record of Labrador Inuitsettlement,something that has never been
done before. Second, it combines this traditional and simplequantitativemethodwith
wider theoretical considerations derived from landscape theory,phenomenological
approaches,andethnolinguistics.

1.1.4 £/hnolingllis/ics
Theuseoflinguisticstostudythehumanpast(historicallinguistics) was developed
in Europe during the late seventeenth and eighteenth century, when scholars began to
compare written languages, especially the classical languages 0 fEurope,todetemlinethe
antiquity of connections among languages (Blench 2006: 33-34). However,itwassoon
recognized that languages could be used to reconstruct human prehistory based on word

transfonnationsthrough space and time. FoJlowing this tradition,historicallinguistics
applied to archaeology has become a powerful tool for establish ing large and smaJl-scale
chronologies (glottochronology). Coupled with molecularbiologytheyareoftenused,not
without controversy (see Renfrew's 1987 hypothesis on the origins of Indo-European
languages), to address human population movements through the ages (e.g. Blench and
Spriggs 1997; Cavalli-Sforza et 01 1988; McMahon and McMahon 2008; Southworth
2007). In fact, historical linguisticsstudiesdemonstratedhow modern Inuit populations
throughout the Arctic share a common Siberian origin, and are oftenusedasexploratory
tools to investigate Inuit migrations throughout the Arctic (0 orais 1996; Fortescue 1981).
Less explored are the applications ofethnolinguistics, a field of linguistic
anthropology that developed in the United-States, and has been predominantlypracticed
by North American academics (Salzmann 2007:14-15). Through the study of human
languages,ethnolinguistssystematicaJlyaddressissuesofidentity,socialization,ideology,
and social space (Salzmann 2007). The basis of the discipline is the notion that a culture's
language transcends the instantaneity of human experience and, through polysemy and
metaphors, reveals underlying concepts reflecting complex cui turallogics(Therrien 1987:
2).AlthoughnotaJllanguagesreadilylendthemselvestosuchanalyses,theapproach
workswithlnuktitut.First,itisapolysynthetic,ormoreappropriatelyagglutinative,
language by definition (Therrien 1987:11). This means that it can combine an almost
infinite number of words (or parts of words with meaning),in order to express a single
idea or concept. Forexample,a"tooth"iscaJledkiguti,literaJly"whatisusedtobite",or

the verb ijiiqpuq "he hides it" (literally "he conceals it from thee ye")(Therrien/987://).
Second,althoughthereare issues regarding the survival oflnuktitut as a first language
(Allen2007),lnuktitut'sstructureandvocabularyhavenotbeenseverely altered by
contacts with Europeans and other ethnic groups. Furthermore,th is language is
remarkably homogenous from Siberia to Greenland (Dorais 1996; Therrien 1987).
Finally, the Inuktitutspoken in Quebec and in LabradorformasingIe group, and share a
common traditional lexicon, syntax and morphology, differing mostlyphonologically
(Therrien 1987: 17). This makes Therrien's work on lnuktitut usage in Northem Quebec

According to the Inuit, language cannot be separated from identi ty(Dorais 1996:95).
In Inuktitut, "identity" is translated/nuit inuunirarnirijangat ,which literally means "what
Inuit (themselves) say about the meaning of being Inuit" (Therri en 1999:32). Inuit
identity is "based on the knowledge one has of his or her social andnaturalsurroundings,
and the relations one entertains (whether collectively or indivi dually) with these
surroundings" (Ibid). In other words, the Inuit vocabulary tends to be built in relation to
visual perceptions, the speaker's position, and awareness ofthe spatial dimensions of
things. It is thus fundamentally subjective, and the Inuit strongIy recognise this (Therrien
1987:3,167-168).
Although ethnolinguistic studies in Inuktitut have not yet been systematically applied
to archaeological research, its relevance as an interpretative tool is increasingly
recognised. For example, in his research on central Arctic and Labradorlnuitcultures,

Whitridge repeatedly calls upon the Inuktitut meaning of words to reflect on the
complexity of certain social behaviors, such as whalebone transport and selective meat
and blubber distribution (2002),or the intricacyofconnectionsexistingbetweenlnuit
houses, bodies and "things" (1999, 2004)
This thesis proposes to explore the use oflnuktitut terms given to different
elements of Inuit houses, bodies and landscapes, to help interpret the archaeological
record at hand. The idea is to go farther then just examining the meaning of words. In
their research, Therrien and Dorais continually urge us to study thelnuitlanguageasa
reflection of the state of thinking and of being Inuit. The Inuktitutlanguagehelpsus
understand the extent to which the Inuit body, because it is sophysical,sovisible(and
shared by all human beings),can teach us about Inuit technology, social organisation,
symbolic and religious thought, and perceptions of the natural world(Dorais 1996;
Therrien 1987, 1999).

1.2 Previous Research
As Kaplan points out in her 1983 thesis, the native inhabitants of Labrador were the

tirstpeopletohave,throughoraltraditionandmyths,chronicled the local succession of
cultures (Kaplan 1985:48-53). Furtherrnore, the archaeological record reflects howlnuit
peopleviewedancientpre-Inuitsettlementsasimportantlandmarks,sincetheyoftenset
up camps right on top of old Dorset sod houses and middens.
The primary goals of early research in Labrador were to document theevolutionof
settlement patterns in pre-Inuit and Inuit cultures (Jordan 1978: 175),focusingon

architectural trends as well as group cultural ecology (McGhee 1969, 1970;
Schledermann 1971, 1976). Labrador Inuit archaeological research began in the
I920s-30s with Strong (Nain, Hopedale areas) and Leechman (Nunaingoak, Mclelan
Strait and Killinekarea), followed in the period 1934-1945 by Bird's excavations of sod
houses in the Hopedale area (Jordan 1978:175; Kaplan 1983). Approximately thirty years
later, Nain and Okak became the subject of field surveys by Taylor (1966). The 1970s saw
archaeological projects extend further north, with the surveys and excavations of
Schledermann (1970) in Saglek Fiord, of Plumet at Killinek and in Eclipse Channel in
1967, and Fitzhugh's and Kaplan's surveys and excavations from KillinektoMugford

(Torngat Archaeological Project, 1977-78) (Jordan 1978: 175; Fitzhugh, 1980:586). Many
researchers have since then based their archaeological projectson the results of
Fitzhugh's and Kaplan's surveys (Cox 1977; Kaplan 1983;WoollettI999,2003;
Whitridge 2004, 2007).
In her 1983 PhD thesis, Kaplan presents the results of three seasons of
archaeological fieldwork (conducted partly under TAP), and arch ivaI research. She
explores Inuit cultural changes that occurred during the last500years in central and
northern Labrador, while integrating new ideas concerning choices and contacts, as
potential causes of these changes (Kaplan 1983). Furtherrnore,herthesisprovidesan
extensiverecordoflnuitsettlementsalongthecoast,including maps and house plans,
from Hamilton Inlet in southern Labrador to the Killinekarea in northern Labrador (Jbid).
As such, her work provides a foundation for the current project.

More recent archaeological research in Labrador includes various projects
concentratingonparticulartopics.Whitridge'sexcavationsat the sites ofNachvak Village
(Northern Labrador) and 19losiatik I (Nainregion,centraILabrador) investigate longtenn changes in Inuit social structures through settlement patterns and architecture. He
carefully integrates ethnographic data on Inuit ideological notionsoftheworld, such as
embodiment, and offers a new and better understanding of the archaeologicalmaterialat
hand. Woollett's work on the Uivak Point I site (Okak region, northern Labrador) as well
as in the Nain area, addresses the notion of agency, culture changeandculturalhistoryin
Labrador Inuit society (Woollett 1999; Woollett: pers.comm. 2007).
As mentioned above, thorough studies of pre-contact settlements in Labrador are
not yet mature. To gain a better view of the theory and methods availab Ie to the study of
Inuit cultural systems, it is necessary to consider not only the Labrador coast record but
also those of Northern Quebec, the Central Arctic and the Central High Arctic.
Archaeological studies of spatial patterning in pre-Inuitsettlements are numerous.
Various quantitative methods have been considered by researchers, such as McCartney
(1977), who worked along the northwestern coast of Hudson Bay (N.w.T.). Recent
research includes McGhee's work at the site of Brooman Point (Bathurst Island, High
Arctic) (1984), and Park's work at Porden Point (Devon Island, NWT) (1997). Among
other topics, both were interested in assessinginterhousehold contemporaneity. The work
of Grier and Save lie (1994) also addresses intrasitespatial patterning. Using the nearestneighbourmethod,theystudiedprotohistoriclnuitsocialorganization of 18 settlements

situated in the High and Central Arctic (Bathurst Island, Comwallis Island, Prince of
Wales Island, Somerset Island and Devon Island) (Grier and Savelie 1994).
Dawson (1997) and Whitridge(1999) also employ spatial analyses,thoughusing
statistical methods (respectively space syntax anda combination of principal components
andk-meansanalyses)tounderstandthearchaeologicaldata.However,theyexploreother
aspects of interpretative potential. Whitridge's research objectives mainly involved
synchronicdifferentiationsamonghouseassemblages.Usingethnographic models, his
work on prehistoric Inuit social differences at the site ofQariaraqyuk(Somersetlsland,
Central Arctic) demonstrated the substantial variability of power relations between Thule
men and women (Whitridge, 1999: 116). Dawson's (1999) research provides a framework
for the study of "spatial behaviour", in which interpretations of space use are based on the
theoretical approaches of ergonomics, proxemics, structuralism, grammatical and
dramaturgical approaches, as well as "space and power". This theo ry provides practical,
social, and ideological meaning for the different areas delimited inside a house and inside
a village. In more recent work involving GIS technologies, Dawson (2007: 19)
demonstrates the usefulness of informal measures such as the line of sight. This analytical
method allows archaeologists to interweave dwellings with the landscape, which may
provideabetlerretlectionofThulesensorialenvironments(lbid).
Many other researchers could be cited here as well; however, theworkofthose
that were just mentioned comprises the main theoretical background of this M.A. thesis
Someofthel11willserveasreferencesonmethodologicalissues,forexample,theuseof

nearest-neighbour analysis by Grier and Save lie in spatial pattemingstudies,whileothers
will provide either guidelines to the use of ethnographic analogies(WhitridgeI999,
2004) or ways of considering the archaeological record more thoroughly, and especiallydifferently (Dawson 2007; Whitridge 2007; Woollett 2003). As I have already mentioned,
Kaplan's exhaustive survey of the Labrador coast provides the neeessary settlement data
needed to expand my research context.
1.3 Thesis Plan
This master's thesis is presented in seven chapters. In the presentchapter, I
outlined the objectives and research questions of this thesis, and reviewed its significance
within the anthropology and archaeology of Labrador and ofsettlementpattemsin
general,aswellasthestudiesofmateriality,andlandscapetheory.Theimportanceof
ethnolinguisticsforthepresentstudywasdemonstrated,andasummaryofprevious
research related to the present subject was also provided
Chapter 2 first provides a brief overview of the Labradorenvironmentand
ecosystems. It explores the aspects of its physical geography,seasonalclimate,ecological
zones, and sea ice climatology, which are necessary to understand Inuit movements in
space, architectural needs, and the general environmental setting. This chapter then
summarizes the elements of Labrador Inuit culture history, which are relevant to this
research. The movement of populations through the Labrador territory, which are
portrayed as the "Inuit Colonization of Labrador" are detailed, and the currently accepted
chronology of Inuit architecture is described.

In Chapter 3, the Inuit perception of otherness, time and spacearediscussed
Throughout this section, it is noted how these perceptions are imbedded within one
another,withinthelnuitworld,andareconstantlyreferredtoin order to describe people's
lived experiences.
Chapter 4 presents a description of the data (which sites were se lected,typesof
houses, etc.),and details the methodology that was used to analyze the spatial
arrangement of houses within the studied sites. Here, I describe how distance methods,
namely the nearest neighbour distance and empty space distance, can help us better
identify areas of high and low degree of kinship within sites.
In Chapter 5, I describetheresultsofthespatialanalysesconducted on each site
selected for this research. In Chapter6,repeated patterns and peculiarspatial
phenomenon observed on the regional scale (at selected sites on the Labrador coast) are
exposed, and preliminary interpretations are discussed. Eachsiteisfurtheranalyzed
individually.
Chapter 7 is the concluding chapter, and recapitulates the project's objectives and
research methods. The results obtained and described in Chapters5and6arereviewed
and new questions arising from the present Master's thesis are di scussed.
Chapter2Thelahradorlolljt

The Inuit culture, and its association with sophisticatedwhalingtechnologies,is
considered to have developed around the I D'h century AD from two northern Alaskan
ancestors: Birnikand Punuk. This tradition is generally thought to have been carried

eastward through the Central and High Arctic in the Illh century, possibly following
bowhead whale migrations, which were increasing at the time due to a general climatic
warming (Figure I) (Dyke and Savelle 200 I; Le Mouel and Le Mouel 2002; Marchani el
0/2007; Mc Cullough 1989; McGhee 1984b, I984c, 2000; Morrison 2000). However,
according to recently obtained radiocarbon dates, some researchersadvocatefora
thirteenth century migration (Friesen & Amold, 2008), which strengthens the case for a
rapid and widespread type of migration. The nature of Inuit populations movements, i.e.
whether they consisted in a single massive migration event or waves of smaller groups, is
still under debate. However, radiocarbon dates from Canadian prehistoric Inuit sites,
supported by new mtDNA analyses, strongly suggest that around AD 1000, the initial
migration was already in motion, and that a second wave from Alaska into the High
Arctic occurred around AD 1200 (Helgason el 0/2006; Marchani el 0/2007; Morrison
1989). Inuit groups seem to have reached Labrador and Greenland between the 14th and
the 15th century AD. While radiocarbon dates from the Staffe Island I site, northern
Labrador, suggest it may have been inhabited between the 12 1h and I3 lh centuryAD
(Fitzhugh 1994; Gullov 1997; McGhee I984b, 1984c, 1996,2000; Morrison 2000), such
an early colonization is not consistent with much other evidence . Indeed, no other
archaeological site in Labrador has produced as early a set of dates. Therefore, the
colonizationperse of Labrador is currently estimated to have started during the l5'h
century.

Figure I. Thuie migration Through the Arctic.
(Canadian Museum of ivilization. hllp'lIwww civilization ca/aboriv/)

2.1 An Overview of the Labrador Environment
Labradorisa transitional zone linking arctic, subarctic, and temperate
environments. Its far stretching coast is an assemblage of mountainchains,headlands,
bays and island clusters that altogether form a series of differen t sheltered "environment
pockets" (Woollett2003:144). In the Arctic ingeneral,and Labradorisnodifferent,
latitude, elevation and relative proximity to sea ice and/or large bodies of water are all
factors that influence seasonal temperature (Woollett 2003: 81·1 44). Annual precipitation
levels in Labrador are higher than in High Arctic regions. Mostparts of Labrador are
relatively cold and have annual mean daily temperatures near or below freezing, for more
than half the year (Table I).
Since Labrador's climate is tributary to hemispherical andgloba I scale circulation
processes (NAO and ENSO), many aspects of the environment, temperature,
precipitation, sea ice formation and extent, and polynya development, tend to vary
between years. These, having a major influence on thedistribution of natural resources,
alsodirectlyaffecthumaninhabitantsofLabradorintermsoftheirsubsistencestrategies,
settlement pattems and many other cultural aspects of their lives (Woollett,2003:145).
Plant communities occurring in Labrador consist of either cryptogamic plants,
vascular plants or some combination of the two (Dawson, 1997:61). Although
archaeology has often focused on zooarchaeological data to addressthequestionoflnuit
subsistence, archaeobotany has recently demonstrated the importance of plant resources
in subsistence strategies throughout Inuit history (Cynthia Zutter,personal
communications 2006).

Since Labrador's climate is tributary to hemispherical and globalscalecirculation
processes (NAO and EN SO), many aspects of the environment, temperature,
precipitation, sea ice formation and extent, and polynya devel opment, tend to vary
between years. These,havingamajorinfluenceonthedistributionofnaturalresources,
alsodirectlyaffecthumaninhabitantsofLabradorintennsoftheirsubsistencestrategies,
settlement patterns and many other cultural aspects of their lives(Woollett,2003:145)
Plant communities occurring in Labrador consist of either cryptogamic plants,
vascular plants or some combination of the two (Dawson, 1997:61). Although
archaeology has often focused on zooarchaeological data to addressthequestionoflnuit
subsistence, archaeobotany has recently demonstrated the importance of plant resources
in subsistence strategies throughout Inuit history (Cynthia Zutter,personal
communications 2006).
The distribution of fauna in the Arctic is greatly influenced by the nature of the
particular ecological "subsystem" they inhabit: the marine subsystem, the fresh water
subsystem, and the terrestrial subsystem (Freeman, 1984). Of those three, the marine
subsystem contains the largest biomass of animal species: fish, seabirds,seals,walrus,
whales, and polar bears (Freeman, 1984:36). The most productive areas are associated
withpolynyas(ice-freezones),iceedges,watermassboundaries,localturbulenceand
upwelling currents (Freeman, 1984:37)
The Labrador environment and climate systems provide very speci ficand
clustered contexts, by which archaeologists can try to pinpoint specific external
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influences on cultural changes. However, the appealingly quantifiable nature of this
variability may have created a tendency, in Labradorarchaeology,toemphasizeexternal
sources of change more than intemal ones (Kaplan & Woollett 2000).

2.2 Eastern Arctic precontact Inuit (AD IOOOto 1500)
The precontact Inuit culture was first described by Therkel Mathiassen (Fifth Thule
Expedition, 1927), based on the excavation of the famous whale bone sod house
prehistoric village ofNaujan, situated in Repulse Bay on the northwest margin of Hudson
Bay (Gullason 1999:18; Mathiassen 1927; Whitridge 1999; Woollett 2003). Mathiassen's
description and categorization of precontact Inuit(Thule)materialcultureprovedtobeso
thorough that it is still almost integrally used to this day. Among their distinctive traits
was the use of semi-subterranean sod houses during the winter (Maxwell 1985: 249;
Whitridge2008).Householdtoolsincludedrobustsoapstoneoillamps and cooking pots,
lunarshapedwomen'sslateknives(ulus),andbowdrills.Slatewasusedextensively.
Their diversified and specialized hunting toolkit included various forms of harpoon heads,
lance heads, seal scratchers, darts and floats (specifically designedforhuntingonfast-ice,
at the ice edge (sina) oron open water), as well as bird darts, bolas,bows and arrows, and
barbed fish spears. The ulI1iak(pl. 1II11iaf),a large seal skin boat usedforwhalingand
transport, and kayak (pI. kayat) also figure amongst Inuit technological innovations. This
toolkit is considered to be the broadest of all prehistoric Arcti c cultures, and reflects the
uniquetravelingcapacityoflnuitpeople,aswellastheirabilitytoutilizeallofthe
subsistence resources Arctic seasons have to offer (Maxwell 1985 : 249).Theforrnidable

extentofecologicalknowledgedevelopedbylnuitculturescertainly has allowed their
culturetoflourishinachallengingenvironmentthatcombinesharshclimaticconditions
and unpredictable natural resourcesscaltered spatially and seasonally(Freeman 1984:
43),
Central to the definition of precontact Inuit people is their association with the
hunting of large sea mammals, including various seals, walrus, and whales. However,
between the 1930's and 1970's, archaeological studies tended to overemphasize their
reliance on bowhead whale hunting (Mathiassen 1927: 2, 182, 184; McCartney 1977;
McGhee 1960/70). Although this reliance is not to be denied, otherstudiescurrentlylean
towards more nuanced assessments. They suggest that whale products, ubiquitous on
mostprecontactlnuitsites,mayresultfromopportunisticacquisitions, such as the
scavenging of beached carcasses (Freeman 1979, Savelie 1997; Savelie and Friesen
1995), as well as from the pursuit of both large and small live whales (Savelle and
McCartney 1994; Whitridge 1999,2002), all of which was subject to cultural, regional
and temporal variations (Dawson 1997; Gullason 1999; Stanford 1976; Whitridge 1999;
Woollett2003).Nonetheless,whalehuntingconstitutesaradical difference from the
economies of pre-Inuit peoples, especially in its capacity to generatesubsistencesurplus.
Precontact Inuit groups are perceived as complex maritime-orientedbroad-based
foragers, an assumption that is so far supported by Zooarchaeology, bone collagen stable
isotope and radiocarbon studies (Arnold 1996; Balikci 1989; Coltrain 2009; Dawson
1997; Whitridge 1999; Woollett 2003). All over the Eastern Arctic, the ringed seal was an

important source of meat, blubber (for lamp fuel and food), and hide (used for clothing
and kayak covering) that could be consistently harvested, although not as fruitfully during
the open water season. Bearded seals were also hunted for theird urable hide used to
cover umiat and to manufacture thongs and boot soles (Kaplan 1983, Dawson 1997;
Whitridge 1999). Various marine and freshwater species of fish, such as cod, salmon and
arctic char also seem to have been important resources (Balikci 1989; Kaplan 1983;
Woollett 2003), although perhaps not only as direct food supplies (Whitridge2001).As
for terrestrial species, caribou were of primary importance (especiallyforinland
communities in Low Arctic regions) and could be acquired in large numbers during their
spring and fall migrations (Oakes 1991; Rasmussen 1930; Whitridge 1999). Caribou meat
and marrow were considered to be of very high food value, and their sinew, antler, bone
and hide (prized for winter clothing in all of the circumpolar North) were important raw
materials (Oakes 1991; Rasmussen 1930;Stenton 1991). Arctic foxes, hares, and polar
bears complete the list of potentially acquired terrestrial spec ies, as well as muskoxen
depending on the locality (Kaplan 1983; McGhee 1996;Whitridge 1999). Finally,
waterfowl, sea birds, waterfowl, ptarmigan, and other avian species were consistently
harvested, though in lesser amounts (Balikci 1989; Kaplan 1983;Whitridge 1999). Plant
foods were probably of dietary importance, especially during the summer months
(CynthiaZutter, personal communications 2006).
Prehistoric Inuit groups also relied on various gathered resources, such as wood,
driftwood (valuable for boats), and soapstone, which was used to make cooking pots and

lamps. Lamp wicks and bedding were made out of numerous plant materials, like
cottongrass (Eriophorium sp.) and crowberry bushes (EmpelrulI1l1igrum) (Cynthia Zutter,
personal communications 2006; Whitridge 1999; Woollett 2007). Native copper, and
sometimes Norse metal (from the late 13 1h century) were both widely traded all around
the Canadian Arctic, and used for manufacturing harpoon head and blades, knife blades,
etc. (McGhee 1984b;Whitridge 1999:83). Judging from regulard iscoveriesofexotic
productsonprotohistoriclnuitsitesandtheethnographicimportanceoftrade,extensive
exchange networks of locally scarce material probably were active at the time (Gullv
1997; McGhee 1996;Whitridge 1999,2002).
Precontactlnuiteconomiesthusreliedonlarge-scalecooperativeprocurement
strategiesthatfocusedononeorafewfocalspecies,mainlyduringthelatesummerand
fall. Such practices resulted in largesemi-permanentgatherin gsofanumberofilagiil
(extended family-based groups) that resulted intheagglomeration of many single-family
dwellings(WhitridgeI999,2008).Atothertimesoftheyear,resourcesconsistingof
either smaller or scattered species were acquired through more individualisticorfamilybased harvesting activities (McGhee 1996; Rasmussen 1989; Whitridge 1999). According
to the typical Inuit division of labour, most huntingactivities were assigned to men and
most processing to women. This implies that women and men would have known the land
in quite different ways (Mancini Billson and Mancini 2007; Oakes 199\; Shannon 2006;
WhitridgeI999;Woollett2003).Thisculturalgenderdivisionoflabor seems quite
homogenous across Inuit societies. Although situations appearto gradually be changing in

modem times (Williamson 2006), close resemblance between protohistoric Inuit and
ethnographic material culture, as well as osteological evidence demonstrate a strong
continuity in women's and men's habitual activities over the past millenium (Maggo
1999; Rankin and Labreche 1991;Saladind'AnglureI978;Whitridge, 1999:281-282).
The Inuit gender division of labour not only acted on manycategories of daily activities,
but also on the various too!s that were used toperfoml thoseacti vities(Gullason 1999;
Whitridge 1999). Inuit gender systems are extremely complex, and consist in a mixture of
rigid laws expressed by cultural taboos, which can still bearbitrarilyrearrangedunder
exceptional circumstances to ensure group safety or survival (Sal adin d'Anglure 2001,
2006a,2006b).lnAlaska,forexample,ithasbeendocumentedthat although it was
considered bad luck and thus proscribed, women did participate in whale hunts when the
number of men available was insufficient. However, to make such a thing socially
acceptable, they were given temporary male identities (Saladin d'Anglure2006b).
Around AD. 1400-1500 and coinciding with the onset ofgreatclimaticinstability
associated with the NeoBorea1 Cooling Phase (or "Little Ice Age") a major shift occurred
in the subsistence and settlement systems among Inuit groups. In many regions of the
Eastern Arctic whaling was abandoned in favor of an increasingeconomic focus on
ringed seals (Dawson 1997:78; Maxwell 1985:288; Whitridge 1999: 68: Woollett 2003).
Populations throughout the EastemArcticbegan to show more and more specialized and
distinctive adaptations to their respective regional territories(McGheeI994:588).
Depending on local histories and preferences, different house types were adopted. While

some Inuit groups retained single-family dwellings, others adopted multiple-family
structures. Some favored snow houses forshort,mobilewinteroccupations based on the
sea ice, while others maintained land-basedsodconstructionstyles(Dawson 1997;
Gullov 1997; Whitridge 2008). As a result of replacing whaling with breathing hole
sealing in some areas, socio-economic relations were substantially changed (Dawson
1997; Maxwell 1985; Whitridge 1999:68). What were once flexible community-based
social relations became stricter, kinship-structured, shari ng-partnerinteractions.Hence,
from the community, the household grew to be the primary unit of economic production
(Dawson 1997). Some researchers consider these widespread and rapid changes tobe
adaptive responses to climatic instability (Dawson 1997; Maxwell 1985; McCartney
1977;Schledermann 1976), but it has also been suggested that they were encouraged by
contacts with the Europeans and exposure to foreign diseases(McGhee1994)

2.3 The Labrador Inuit
The present chapter summarises the history of the Labradorlnuit,as itis presently
known, and focuses on house form and settlementpattenlS,which are both central to this
thesis. Establishing a strict chronology for Inuit houses is,however, difficult. Indeed,
while general trends can be established, house fonns seem to have constantlybeenin
flux, and experimentation was ongoing. For example, multi lobed structures occurred from
the early colonisation of the EastemArctic, through at least the late 17th century, when
communal houses became briefly popular, and were even perhaps usedagainduringthe
18th and 19th century (Peter Whitridge, personal communications 20 I0). The house form

chronology suggested in this chapterretlects the current understandingoflong-tenn
change in Inuit winter house design (Figure 2). Figure 3 provides a visual representation
ofa Classic Thule (precontact Inuit) winter house, understood asconsistingina
semi subterranean lobed structure walled with sod and stone, covered with a roof of turf
and animal skin mounted over a framework of whale bones or timbers (Figure 4, Figure
5). Subsistence and economic activities are also brushed upon, as well as how they
changed through time.

2.3./ PrecontactLabradorlnllit
Archaeological sites recollecting late 15 'h to 16'h century precontact Inuit
settlements in northern Labrador are scarce and scattered between Killinek and Nain,
northern Labrador (Figure 6). These sites, which are few in number, consist of sod house
settlements,ortemporarycampscomposedofsingle-tieredandmulti-tieredboulder
structures or tent rings (Kaplan 1983). Sod houses, which are the focus of this project, are
considered to have richer contexts and data, and have been thesu bjectofmoststudies
(KaplanI983;Stopp2002). They occur on sites conventionally interpreted as winter
settlements, which usually comprise a dozen or more structures (Kaplan, 1983:220-224).
However, the current state of research in Labradorlnuitarchaeology does not allow us to
assess whether many of these structures were inhabited at the same time. Sites like
Iglosiatiklsland(Kaplan 1983:462)andStaffelsland I (Fitzhugh 1994: 258) tend to
indicate that only a limited number of structures (3 to 5) were used simultaneously
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Figure 2. LongTenn challge in Inuit House Design
(Whitridgc2008:300)

Figure 4. 19,h cen'urySod house, Hebron, Labrador.
(Library and Archives Canada)

Assuch,Labradorprecontact Inuit populations seem to have beensmallincomparison
with contemporary winter settlements elsewhere in the Canadian Arctic (McGhee 1984;
Whitridgel999),whichiswhyarchaeologiststendtoassociateearly Labrador Inuit
settlements with groups of explorers investigating "the various merits of Labrador's fiord
and island region" (Kaplan 1985:49).
Mostprecontactlnuitwintersettlementsseemtohavebeenlocatedonouter
islands, in the shelter of bays, or near polynyas (Kaplan 1980; 1983),whilesome
temporary camps were also situated on interior islands and bays (Kaplan 1985 :49). This
settlementpattem,combinedwithzooarchaeologicalstudies,strongly suggests a
maritime oriented economy that focused on sea mammals (Fitzhugh 1994: 246; Kaplan
1983:218; Woollett2003: 47-48). Duringtheopenwaterseason,seasonalmigrationsof
variousmarineanimalswereofgreatimportance.lnteriorresources (like caribou) were
also harvested (Ibid). Duetotheapparentemphasisonwhalingandwalrushunting,
subsistencebehaviorsofthel5 1h to 161h centuries seem to have been based on cooperative
community endeavors, where the skills and manlwomanpower of a number of settlements
were likely shared during the whaling season (spring, summer or fall)Woollett2003:
42-46,202-210). Fall caribou hunting through driving techniques,and spring fishing
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Figure 6. Map of Labrador places recurrently mentioned in this Ihesis
(Modified from Woolleu 2003: 84)
I. Eskimo Is

(GaBp-I.2.J)

3. Kannakulluk

4.1glosiatik

(GjCb-6)

(HbCh-l)

7. Nachvak Village

8. KomaktorvikI

9. Nunaingok1

(IgCx-J)

(lhCw-l)

(JeDe-l)

5. Johancss Point I
(IbCq-l)

using weirs also may have involved the gathering of multiple families (Kaplan 1983: 218,
1985:49; Woollett2003: 207-210).
Fall-winterhousesusuallyconsistedofsemisubterraneanlobedstructureswithlong
entrance passages, either straight orcurved,which functioned as a cold-trap designed to
insulate the living chamber (Kaplan 1983,1985:49).Usuallypavedwithflagslones,these
passages sometimes included an alcove ora cache built into one 0 fthe sidewalls. The
opening, leading to the interior of the house, was framed by two stone columns
supporting a lintel (karak, in Inuktitut). Early Labradorsodstructures were small in
comparison with laterperiods,andrarelyexceeded5m in length and20m 2 offloorarea.
General shapes were variable, ranging from round, ovoid and trapezoidal,to
subrectangular (Kaplan 1983). Multicompartment houses were also quite common. Floors
were usually paved with flagstones. Houseinteriorscomprisedasingle raised sleeping
platforrn at the back,anda lamp stand, for light and cooking, next to the entrance (Ibid).
Alcoves,caches,cookingareasandprocessingareashavebeenidentified.
Sod houses probably housed small family units of about 5-6 individuals (Maxwell
1985:288; McGhee 1976; Taylor 1974:68-69), while multi-lobed structures housed two or
more families with distinct platfomls and sometimes lampstands, as well as either
common or distinct floor areas (Kaplan 1983).

throughout the Canadian Arctic, including the decline of whale hunting(Schledennann

1976). In Labrador, southern locations such as the Narrows of Hamilton Inlet, Groswater
Bay and Hopedale, provided productive sea mammal hunting settings and milder climatic
environments than along the northern coast (Kaplan 1985: 50;Woollett2003: 50-56).
Settlements established in Hopedale, Nain, Hebron, Okak and Killinek (see Figure 2 for
settlements location) demonstrate that much as in other regions of the Arctic, Labrador
Inuit culture was gradually becoming more differentiated and specialized(Kaplan 1983;
Woollett 1999; 2003:50). However, few Inuit sites from this period have been recorded.
While this may be due to archaeological survey biases (Woollett2003:51),ithasalso
been proposed that Labrador Inuit populations dwindled during the 16 th and 17lh century.
AccordingtoMcCartney(1977),andSchlederrnann(1976),thesedemographicchanges
may have been due partly to a general climatic cooling, or to contactswithEuropeans
(and perhaps ensuing epidemic diseases) (McGhee 1994).
Surveys and excavations conducted at Eskimo Island 3, in Hamilton Inlet, and
Iglosiatik, revealed the earliest sod house settlements in southernLabradorNain,and
dated to the 161h century (Fitzhugh 1972; Jordan 1977;PeterWhitridge,personal
communication 2010). Although the pace of this movement remains unclear, the Inuit
southern expansion continued throughout the 17lh century(Kaplan 1983;Stopp2002)
First contacts with Europeans, or European material,thus seem to date to the mid
161h century (Kaplan 1985). Frobisher (1576-78) figures among the early European
visitors to the Arctic, where he encountered Baffin Islanders. Goods acquired from these
initial exchanges probably made their way to northern Labradorthrough local trade

networks (Kaplan 1985:53). Basque whalers (mid to late 16 th century) and Dutch traders
(early 17 th century) had more durable and direct contact with Labradorgroups, since they
seasonally visited the southem coast (Kaplan 1983;Stopp2002;Whitridge2008).
Throughout the 17 1h century, an increasing number of people in the EastemArcticgained
access to European-made goods. Excavated sites in the Hopedale,

ain,Hebron,Okak

and Killinek regions have yielded traditionalprecontact Inuit material, as well as a certain
quantity of European goods (Kaplan 1983, 1985:52). While face to face contacts between
Europeans and Inuit from the northemmost areas are unlikely to have occurred,lnuitin
the south adopted the role of middlemen, thus intensifyingexchangenetworksthat
already existed (Jordan and Kaplan 1980; Kaplan 1980:650, 1983).
Mostl61hto 17 th century houses reflect continuities with those from the precontact
era. Labrador Inuit appear to have experimented withwinterhouseformsduringthis
period, and many architectural styles are documented (Kaplan 1983). It has been noted
that some houses show larger floor plans, like at IglosiatikI (Kaplan 1983).
Archeological excavations also reveal that manydwellingsnowcontain artifacts of both
Inuit and European manufacture, mostly nails or spikes, fragments of metal and beads
(Jordan 1978; Kaplan 1983).
Inuit settlements dating to the 18 1h century have been reported fro mnorthemmostto
southemmost Labrador. Their number and size indicate that different groups were uniting
in communal winter settlements, and probably that the Inuit population was growing
again (Kaplan 1983;TaylorandTaylorI977;Woollet2003:51).

Winter settlements containing communal sod houses were built in inner bays and
along the coasts. This would not only provide the occupants with shelter, but also give
Inuitgroupsaccesstobothmarineandterrestrialenvironments(W00Ilett2003:52).Thus,
like their ancestors, contact era Inuit maintained a subsistence economy based on
logistical mobility mainly oriented towards marine resources. According to archaeological
data, seal hunting was of prime importance, whereas baleen whales were only
occasionally intercepted during their fall migrations. Belugawhales were occasionally
hunted during spring and summer (Woollett 2003). Fallcariboumigrations retained their
importance, however, and various berry species, fish and furbearers were still collected
(Woollett2003).
During the 18'h century,contactsbetweenEuropeansandlnuittookonamore
regular, ifnot permanent form, for example the establishment of the Moravian mission
station at Nainin 1771 (Kaplan 1985; Stopp2002; Woo II ett 2003). The gradual
introduction of new technologies such as firearms, wooden boats, seal nets and fish nets,
increasedtheproductivityofmanyfomlsofhunting,andinstigatedchanges in seasonal
rounds (Taylor and Taylor 1977;Woollett2003: 55). Inuitstartedtosettleinsemisedentary camps around missions, where they could trade theirsurpluses for European
goods. Furthennore,astheygatheredmoreandmorelnuitconverts,Moravian
Missionaries attempted encouraged summer cod fishing in ordertobuildsurplusesforthe
winter (Taylor 1974:30).

The typical house associated with 18 th century Inuit culture, and the one that has
been most studied, is that of the communal orcorporatedwelling(seeFigure2).1t
consistedofalargesubrectangulartorectangularsodandstone walled structures, ranging
indimensionsfrom7mx6mtoaboutl6mx8m(Kaplan 1983: 238; Woollett2003).
Thesestructuresalsoretainedsomeoftheintemalfeaturesoftheirantecedentssuchas
long entrance passages, cold traps, and paved floors, as well as sod and animal skin roofs
laid over rrames of wood or animal bones (Ibid). Many sod houses had increasedinterior
space through added alcoves situated in their entrance passages 0 rmainchambers,which
probably were used as storage or cooking areas (Kaplan 1983:550). Extensive sleeping
platfonnsstretched along the entire rear of the house. The presenceofseverallampstands
along these platfonnssuggests that they were divided into sma lierunits, each inhabited
byanuclearfamily(Kaplan 1983;Schledemlann 1971). Eachhouseappearstohavebeen
occupied by 14to36 individuals, and according to Moravian missionaries censes, some
seltlementsseem to have been inhabited by up to 100 people (Taylor 1974; 1977).

2.3.3Nine/een/hCen/wyLabradorlnlli/
Near the end of the 18 th century, Moravian missionaries used economic strategies to
challenge the activities of powerful Inuit men. Because of this, and since whale and
walrus populations were decreasing, large sea mammal hunting was almost entirely
abandoned, which destabilized the organization based on cooperativehuntingtechniques.
Settlement paltems were also further altered (Kaplan 1983, 1985: 64;Woollelt2003:
55-56).

Faunalassemblagesfroml9 'h centurysitesdemonstratemajorchangesin
subsistence strategies and resource structures, such asan increased emphasis on fox
trapping, seal hunting and fishing (Kaplan 1980:652-53). Artifact collections from this
period, for example those of Big Head I (IiCw-3) and Komaktorvik I (IhCw-I), also
reveal the presence of cartridges and rifle parts. These weapons were common equipment
at that point, which allowed hunters to acquire caribou without the aid of others; it was
thus no longer critical to establish camps where caribou drives could be conducted
According to recent archaeological evidence, Inuit settlementsofthe 191h century
can be divided into two types. First, some settlements formed more 0 rlesstemporary
clusters around Moravian missions, Hudson's Bay Company trading posts, or other
European settlements (Kaplan 1980:653, 1983).Second,Labradorlnuitpopulationsalso
scattered into small groups, consisting of one or two family-size houses, and settled in
areasofLabradorneverinhabitedbefore(KaplanI983).Still,the reported 191h century
Inuit population seems to have been denser in southem regions of northern Labrador such
as the Hebron, Okak,andNain areas (Kaplan 1983:653).
Due to competition between Moravian missions and trading companies, schisms
appeared among already dispersed Inuit groups. According to Kap Ian (1980: 653), three
categories of individuals started to emerge: "those loyal to the mission, those trading with
the Company, and those not affiliated with either organization". Archaeological surveys
have revealed settlements that may mirror these categories (Ibid).

In her research, Kaplan (1983:244) mentions fourditTerentcategoriesofsod
houses for the 19 th century. These include large communal houses similar in fonntothose
of the 18 th century, with multiple rear living areas, longentrance passages, and cold-traps,
andsmallersemisubterraneansodhouses,rangingfrom4mx4mto6mx5m,with
single or multiple sleeping platforms, and either entrance passagesorsimpleentryways.
The latter are considered more typical ofthisperiod,and may indicate a return to smaller
family/production units. There are also small single-familydwelIings, similar to those just
mentioned, but with side walls longer than rear and front walls. The fourth documented
type consists of small rectangular sod houses constructed on the ground surface, with
stone foundations, wood and turf structures, and simpleentryways (Kaplan 1983;
Whitridge2008).
Groups of dwellings often share single entrances that face the samedirection,and
incorporate European types of construction material and elements,such as nails, wood,
and cast iron stoves (1bid). Nineteenth century Labrador Inuit arch itecturethusshows
greater variability then previous periods (Kaplan 1983; Taylor 1974;Woollett2003).

Chapter

3 IOlljt

perreptjQu QfOtherness TjmeandSp3ce

No research has been solely and directly devoted to the Inuit conceptionof
otherness, space or time. Authors like Balikci, Rasmussen, Briggs,Laugrant,Saladin
d'AnglureandDoraishaveallocatedspacewithinsomeoftheirwritings to the subject.
Inuit stories and myths also hold some infonnation, but are difficulttointerpret. They will
nonetheless, but carefully, be used as reference material forth e following discussion. This

is especiaJly true with regards to the Labrador Inuit, forwhomspecificanthropological
and ethnological literaturecrueJly lack. While anthropological and ethnographic literature
conceming Alaskan, High Arctic and northern Quebec Inuit communities is abundant, it is
almost inexistent as far as the Labrador Inuit are concerned. This work recognizes that
assuming that observations from one part of the Arctic apply to aJi Inuit would be
inaccurate. However, in the absence of such information on the Labradorlnui tperse,this
project intends to use the analogical process through a conscious awareness of the degree
ofsimilaritybetweenvariablesinthelnuitethnographicrecordandthearchaeological
material at hand (Friesan2002: 339).
It is important to note that the conceptions discussed below have changed in recent
years. Most young Inuit are educated in Euro-Canadianschools,and the way they
experience the world certainly differs from that of the timeperiod covered by this
research (15'hto 19 Ih century). The previous generation of high school graduates was
largely educated in mission schools, which profoundly rejected Inuit traditional
knowledge. Thus we are two generations removed from those Inuit who may have
possessed more "traditional'"conceptions of time and the past (Bielawski 1994;
Laugrand2002;Nagy2002).

3.1 Otherness
Because social cohesion is such a crucial and seemingly obvious element of Inuit
culture, studies of Inuit social organisation usuaJlyarecentred on the kinship system
2ltishereunderSlOodlhaltraditionisnotfixedinspaceortime.However,lnuitpopulationsaretoday

mostly sedentary, a difference which probably impacls strongly
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the way people perceive space and time

uniting living people. To try and delineate Inuit perceptions andinteractionswith
unfamiliar elements of the landscape (whether they be people, animals or objects), we
have to interrogate what, within this social system, mayhelpusunderstand the physical
and ideological frame that would have shaped past Inuit interactions with their
surroundingworld.Traditionallyinanthropology,thelnuitkinship system is thought of as
construed by genealogical or locality ties, with "extra-kinship"phenomena used to create
alliances between spatially discrete social groups, such asnami ng, adoption, activity
partnerships or spouse-exchange (Trolt 2005: 4). The basicelements of this system are, of
course, individuals, followed by the ilagiit (Balikci 1989: 11-125). The Inuit word ilagiit
first appeared in the works of Damas on the Iglulingmiut(1963, 1964), but was further
developed in Balikci's(1989) ethnographic research on the Netsilingmiut. He
characterized itas having two different "levels". First, the restricted ilagiit (ilagiit

nangminariit) - defined by the narrow circle of kin constituting the nuclear family -, and
second, theextendedilagiit a preferably patrilocal extended joint family, residing under
the same roof, and comprising both consanguineal and affinal kin.AccordingtoBalikci,
the extended ilagiitnotonly provides a framework forsubsisten cecooperation, but is the
social unit within which one can find marriage partners, as well aspersonal security in the
context of widespread inter-group hostility (Balikci 1989: 111-125;Trolt2005:6)
The word ilagiit is based on the root ila-, translated eitheras"k in, relatives",
"activity companion" or "a part (of something)", and the post-b ase-giit, "those who
share".lnthissense,onecanaskilalniaqp"nga?"mayljoinwithyou[onyourouting]?

(Therrien 1986: 105; Trott 2005: 5). This linguistic observation hints towards a complex
definition of the term i/agiit, and of Inuit kinship and social organization.lnuitkinship
comprises notions of genealogy (representing the biological Iinks between individuals)
(Damas 1964) and territoriality (representing a locality-based logic amongst those who
lived, camped and worked together over time) (Grabum 1964; Guemple 1972; Trott
2005:19). However, recent research demonstrates that it is not restricted to these notions,
andpointstowardsothergenerativestructuralforrns.
Ann Fienup-Riordan'swork (1983) on ritual/symbolic activity andsocialrelations
within Yup'ik society demonstrates thata person's relationship to another, and whether
they are considered as relatives or not, can be season-specific, and change over the course
of such a season, ora longer period of time. Inherstudyoflnupiat culture in Northern
Alaska, Barbara Bodenhom (2000) argues that lnupiatsocial rei ations were structured by
the forrnation of whaling crews and the distribution of the productsofthehunt.She
demonstratesthatkinshiprelationsprovideanopenfieldofpotentialrelations,which
gradually become insignificant ifnot activated by co-production and commensality, while
those people with whom one has active co-production relations actuallybecomeincluded
as kin. While still documenting the importance of activities (especiallysharing) in the
Inuit construction of social relations, Mark Nuttall (1992) proposestheconceptof
"memoryscape", which places social relations within the relations between people and the
landscape. Thus, the sharing of common memories of a piece of land and its history, from
place names to people who lived and died over certain spaces, createsa bond between

individuals who thus may be considered as kin. FinaJly,ChristopherJ. Trott's research in
Arctic Bay, Nunavut, showed that the Inuit more often spoke of luqluraqlllq (Northem
Baffin fonn of the word) than ofilagiil, to define the ways in which they relate toone
another (Trott 2005). Thewordluqlllraqlllqhasl11anyl11eanings,whichrangefrol11
"nicknal11e" to "the term by which one caJls another person" (Trolt2005:2). His research
demonstrates that nal11ingprocesses within Inuit society arecrucialtoestablish
relationships between l11el11bers ofafal11ilyunitora cOl11l11unity, and between l11embers of
different communities. Indeed, by receiving the nal11e (aliq, name/nal11e-soul)ofaliveor
deceasedindividual,achildpartlybecomesthatperson. He/shewiJl thus inherithis/her
nal11esake'sgender(atleastuntilpuberty)andwebofpersonalrelations. Thus, people
will refer to the child by the kinship tem1 that they used forthepreviousholderofthe
name (Saladin d'Anglure 2006b). Significantly, a child may inherit more than one aliq,
and be known under different nal11es in different communities, the na me used being
aligned with the social relations of the particular community (Trolt2005).
Name giving also played an il11portant role in land appropriation . Forexal11ple,the
entire district of Arctic Bay (inhabited by the Tununirrusil11iut) had been depopulated in
1893,andreoccupiedbyanewgroupinI908.Thesenewarrivalshadthe same names as
thosewhohaddisappeared(Trolt2005:15).lnterestingly,theaccounts of the whalers of
that time reveal that the people within this same group, who traveled from Pond Inlet to
Arctic Bay throughout the year, used different names depending 0 n the locations in which
they resided. Such a naming process creates the appearance of continuityand

permanence, as the same names are always present, while actual bodies move through the
names,spaceandtime.
Wherenokinshipcanbeidemified,feelingstowardsotherscantakemanyfonns,
butoverall,much importance seems 10 be given to inter-group differentiation(Laugrand
2002). Rasmussen (1930) relates how, as he was trying to identify a homogeneous Inuit
identity,heencountered"resistance" from his participants, who refused to talk on behalf
of their neighbours:
"You [... ] must know that human beings differ. The Harvaqtonniut know
many things we do not know, and we know many things they do not.
Therefore you must not compare the Harvaqtormiut with us, for their
knowledge is not our knowledge, as our knowledge is not theirs. There fore
we tell you only what we know from our village. " (Rasmussen 1930: III)
Thisisfurtherdemonstratedbythefactthatallhoughthelnuitmythology assigns a
common origin to the ljjirai/(Caribou Spirit), thelqqili/(FirstNations),andtheTlinii/
(Inuitancestors),they are still considered as strangers to the Inuit,asrelaledby
Qakurtigniq (Rasmussen 193 I: 121): "We counted Tllnii/ a foreign people, yel they spoke
our language, lived with us and had lhe same habits and customs as we had".
There is a marked contrast between the closeness expressed bygroupssharing
kinship bonds and the distance expressed by groups with nokinshi p3(Briggs 1970;
Therrien 1987: 104-105). Interestingly, Briggs notes that closeness, separatenessand

3 Briggs definition ofUtku kinship is moslly genealogical; that is. kin groups consisl in genealogical or
adoptive siblings and the children oflhosesiblings

hostility are expressed socially, in the act of sharing or not sharing activities, food,
clothing, and soon, as well as spatially, by the distance between camps and the spacing of
tents and iI/lis within camps. (Briggs 1970:177-223; Therrien 1987:104-105). During her
stay amongst the Utkuhikhalingmiut (Utku), Briggs observed that continually, the least
recognized family's tent would always beset up "so far apart from other clustered
tents" (Briggs 1970:184). It is perhaps in the act of visiting that social closeness and
separatenessarethemosteasilyexpressed.Whereasinsiders(kin) would invite
themselves in, settle on the iqliq (platforrn), help themselves to foodorpanicipatein
various household chores, an outsider would usually stand just insidethedoor, and only
enter and partake of ongoing activities when invited to (Briggs 1970:178). Briggs also
recognizes that social displays differed depending on theseasons.lndeed,socializing
would be more difficult during the winter, and although morepeopl ewollidinhabita
single camp, "each i1ll1 constituted a snow monad" (1970:179)and lifewollidthllsbe
more private than dllring the Slimmer. Interestingly, Briggs notes that depending on how
deeptheillllwasburied,allfootstepsthatpassednearbyoroverhead would be
recognized,and would reveal cenain details of the activities 0 fone's neighbollrs (Ibid).
As can be seen, the Inuit system of kinship is a complex network of different social
components. A person's relationship to another may be shaped by panaking in common
activities and sharing goods, genealogical or territorial ties,seasons, and more ideological
or symbolic elements, sllch as the sharing of an aliq,and memories.ltisexpressedin
social behaviors, and according to Briggs, is reflected in the use of spaceo By

understanding the basis of the Inuit system of kinship, we can sketchabetterportraitof
Inuit interactions with external elements, and how it can be tied to intra-site spatial
orgamzatlOn.
The Inuktitut language also reveals much about how the Inuitexperience
otherness. The concept of/l1l1k "human being''' stands in opposition to everything that is
not identical toone's self, that is, on theonehand,toanimalsandsupernaturalbeings,
andontheotherhand,toallaq"stranger"(TherrienI987:148).More precisely, a stranger
isapersonithingthathasnoaffiliation:ilalll1l1gitllq"whohasnokin"(whereila
designates a kindred individual, a part of, a piece). When groups or individuals traveling
in unknown territory encounter other people, they will try and connect to the local social
network and see if they share any ila. Sharing social relations, even distant ones, can
prevent hostile reactions and conflicts (Therrien 1987: 105). Inuit residing in the same
placewereclassifiedintotwocategories:l1l1l1aqqatigiit"thosew ho share the same

territory (11I1I1a) in a discontinuous way", and thesilaqqatigiit "those who share the same
territory, camp, sila (literally "air", "environment", "universe"), in a continuous way". A
person with whom no bond of kinship can be found will be considered as an opposite, or
akilliq "the one that stands the most opposite to one's self' (from the rootaki-opposite,

and-IIiq the most in one direction). In a strictly spatial sense, the word akilliq is used to
describe the neighbour who, in the village, resides in the house 0 pposite to yours. More
categorically, the words akiraq, akiraqtllti refer to the enemy. In westem Greenland, the

4111ukcan actualtybe translated in multiple ways, from "human bein g"to"owner",to
"inhabitant" (Therrien 1987: 145-148)

Inuit from Canada are called akilinermiuf, a tenn which emphasizes the spatial distance
existing between the two people (Therrien 1987:148-149).
For the Inuit,being/nuk involves precise behaviours, amongst which the most
important ones certainly are generosity and temperance (Balikci 1989; Boas 1964; Briggs
1992; Saladin d' Anglure 2006b; Therrien 1987). Similitudes and resemblance amongst
individuals are strong elements of social cohesion. Difference is received with distrust, or
simply rejected, a phenomenon strongly felt by l1lany non-Inuitethnographersduring
theirstayal1longstlnuitgroups(MalaurieI976;Nansen 1975). Forexal1lple,duringher
stay amongst the Utku, Briggs angrily scolded white fishemlen for breaking an Utku boat.
This display of such a highly disregarded el1lotion resulted in herbeingestrangedfor
several 11l0nths by all l1lembersofthe Utkuclan she was living with (Briggs 1992).
Should a foreigner, however, demonstrate sil1lilarbehaviors andvalues,hecouldbe
integrated into the community and prol1loted to the rank of "In uk" . For example, in 1756,
a West Greenlanderwrote to Paul Egede(Nansen 1975:182), that due to his good conduct
and piety, he had been recognizedasa hUl1lanbeing, asa Greenlander.

3.2 Til1le
In the previous section, the way otherness is perceived and enacted by different
Inuit groups of the Canadian Arctic has been discussed. However, since this thesis is
concemedwithintra-sitespatialorganization,anothercol1lponent l1lust be included in the
discussion: time. Indeed, an il1lportantquestion to be resolved relates to how Inuit

experience the passing of time, and especially how they perceive(d) the past and its

Like action in the past, time remains invisible. It carmot be grasped; only
experienced. To describe these experiences, and the rate at which time seems to happen,
we use metaphors like: "time flies like an arrow", "time is cyclical" or "how time drags".
The ideological conception of time is deeply imbedded in culture.ltcanbestudied
through language, but also through cultural material,pastandpresent. Indeed, as concrete
reflections of past actions, material objects are majorstructuralelementsoftemporality,
which can be defined as the varied activities and processes occurri ngwithintime(Ingold
1993; Thomas 1996).
The traditional Inuit way of experiencing time seems to be both Iinearandcyclical
(Briggs 1992). According to Briggs (1992) linear time is associated with the domain of
practical activities, or human interaction with nature, and cyclical time (which she also
qualifiesas'transforrnational')ismoreculturallyvariableandbelongs to the world of
rituals,whicharetangiblemanifestationsofthesocialstructureenacted inan attempt to
preserverl.
For the Inuit, the notion of time is subordinated to people's activities (and not the
opposite, as it seems to be for non-Inuit). There exist measures of time extema I to human
concems, but strictly speaking, these "units" are not moments buteventsthataredeeply
oriented towards human concerns (Briggs 1992; MacDonald 1998; Nagy 2002). There are

words in Inuktitut 5 for day (1II1I1q) and night (11I1I1I1aq), morning (1111aaq) and evening
(11I1I1I1k), tomorrow (qallppal) and yesterday (ippaksak), as well as forthe-our-four

seasons (Briggs 1992:89; Boas 1964). Appropriately translated, what they do refer to is,
first, the life cycles of the animals that provide people with food ,andsecond,therhythms
of light and darkness, which also influence human action. Forexample, there is "the time
of the caribou calves", which corresponds to June; "the moulting time for birds that have
no young", which is identified with the beginning of July; "themoultingtimeforbirds
that have had young" (the end of July); or "the time for the sun torise again" (JanuaryFebruary) (Briggs 1992:89; Rasmussen 1931).
Indeed, it seems that personal memories and experiencesconstitute the temporal
organizers and markers of lives, and not abstract notions such asageoryears(Anawak
1988, Bielawski 1988; Briggs 1992; Laugrand 2002; Nagy 2002). Women tend to order
(more chronologically so than men) the events in their lives with reference to their first
menstruation,thebirthsoftheirownchi1dren,ortheperiodsduringwhichspecific
children were nursed or carried in the amalilik (women's parka) (Briggs 1992; Nagy
2002: 196). Men tend to "date" events with reference to the time when theybeganto
hunt,orkilledtheirfirstgameanimals,orestablishedacampinacertain place
(Bielawski 1988; Briggs 1992).
Non-Inuit researchers who worked in the North often describe the Inuitasliving
in a timeless present (Boas 1964:229; Carpenter 1956; Laugrand2002). However, recent

SAsdocumented in Briggs' (1992) orthography oflhe Qipisamiul of Cumberland Sound on Baffin Island

and the UtkuhikhalingmutofChantrey Inlet in the Central Canadian Arctic

research concems demonstrate that this perception most likely isaproductofourown
idiocentric way of conceptualizing the passing of time, that is asatrichotomyconstituted
ofa past, a present and a future. Briggs (1992: 98) notes that a good deal of Inuit action
related to hunting "makes sense when looked at lineally and the ba lance of action tips
rather heavily toward the short-term". However, she also states that when it comes to the
use of "human resources" (for example child education or the choosingofaspouse),
adults have conscious long-teml goals. Finally, in several cases,thecombinationofboth
long-term and immediate considerations can be seen in thesal11eact.Forexample,asa
child is bom and receives the name ofa deceased individual,heorshealsoinheritshisl
her gender. As such, the choosing of one of the child's names mayreflecttheiml11ediate
need for more hunters or seamstresses. It calls upon the past and brings it back to life, and
has future consequence for the way this individual will be educated, at least until puberty.
Furthermore,thisnamepropelshim/herintothefuture,especiallygiventhefactthatit
will be given to another being at some point (Anawak 1988: 46; Briggs 1992; Therrien
1999:36). In this light, Inuit time thus appears to be cyclical or "transformational", where
"all forrns,all event, all times, are immanent in the present situation" (Briggs 1992:98).
Inuit perception of events that happened, and events that may come6 ,are tightly bound to
the present, but are not restricted to it.
The Inuit have great reverence for the past. To this day, it is shownintherespect
people have for traditional knowledge (such as survival skills, legends, hunting

Uncertainty towards Ihe future is very important. Inuit do not prophesizeabout a future that may never
happen

6

techniques and tenninology, traditional food and skin-clothing preparation, production of
implementsandsharedon-the-Iandlivingexperience),andtheimportant place it is given
in educational programs (Anawak 1988: 46). "(Thus), we as Inuit are taught that all things
stem from and continue to be tied to the past and that it must con tin ue to be respected and
preserved" (Anawak 1988:45). For the Aivilik Inuit (Carpenter 1956), no chronological
chains seem to tie events to each other. There is no beginning, and no creation: the world
is now as it has always been. The past is something immanent in all Aivilik being, and
can exist within objects, stories, prayers and songs (Bielawski 1988: 229). The Aivilik
Inuit perception of the past is further hinted at in theirlanguage, where events are
distinguished on the basis of having occurred in a "till1ebefore knowntil11e"(whichisa
differentkindoftil11e, rather than an earliertil11e than now) (Bielawski 1988:229)
Interestingly, theterl11sivu!lii/'''ancestors''refers to "those who are the 1110St in
front" (Dorais, personal communications 2008). As they die, peopie becol11e "a thing of
the past", but not "a forgotten thing" (ippirainna/uq). They only"ll1ove" to a different
place, and cease to becol11e perfectly visible (nil/agunnai/uq), just like elel11ents of the
landscape l11ay become blurry and fade on a misty day. Deceasedindi vi duals will then try
to come back to the world of the living, either as ghosts (unwelcol11edandfrightening),or
as newbol11s, through their a/iq (Therrien 1987: 159). This, however, may take a while, as
people may choose to reincarnate into an animal,ormanyanil11alsbefore they becoll1e
hUll1an again (Saladin d'Anglure 2006b; Therrien 1987, 1999). For the Inuit, time does

7 The rootsivu-isalso llsed in sivlIliqli "head dog" (Ihe one whoactsin front),andbecoming a subSlantive
sivlI refers to the upper pari oflhe forehead

not stop in death: another form of time emerges, that is the time it will take for the oliq to
reincarnate into a woman's body, a new living space. Time and space are always linked.
Indeed,theysharethesameaffix"vik":"thetimeof',"theplaceo f'(Jbid)

revolvearoundtheconsciousnessofbeinglnuit:itisasubjectiveexperienceofspace
(and time). Linguistically, Inuit describe their experiences by visualizing the object of the
discourseandlinguisticallydescribingthespatio-temporalconditionsoftheir
observations, as with the personal pronouns, I (livongo)

=

"my here very close" and us

(livogOI)="our here very close" (Therrien 1987:13). The relation between the notion of

being human and its linguistic expression promotes an understanding of how the Inuit
perceive their place in the world (Therrien 1987).
It is important to consider "the body", through which all experiences of the world
pass (Hamilakis el 0/2002; Joyce 2005). The limit body seems to serve as a model for
human and natural "productions". It is the foundation oftheentire human experience, for
it is the most immediate, visible and transposable medium of communication with the
universe (Saladin d'Anglure 2006a,2006b; Therrien 1987, 1999;Whitridge2004). The
polysemic nature oflnuktitut is an excellent guide through Inuit phenomenology, for we
can easily observe how linguistic forms 8 designatingpartsofthe body have equivalences
in animal and object-related vocabulary, while they are also used to describe lived

8Anymeaningful unit of speech: a morpheme,word,phrase, sentenee, etc

experiences, as well as refer to spatial and temporal notions (ThelTien 1987) (Table 2).
Here, we have to integrate the notion of an extended body, which hasramificationsinthe
form of conceptual attributes and symbolic associations with thenaturalworld,
technology, social organization, and emotions and religiousthoughts.
Affinities between the body and the natural world are notonlymetaphorical, but
merge into a complex system ofcolTespondences between physiologicalandnatural
processes.lntimaterelationshipsbetweenpeopleandthelandarewell described by
elders. Some remember having to move because a member of the family suffered from a
fever: the abnormally warm body would communicate its condition to the earth, which
would suffer from the same illness (and lead to drought) (Therrien 1999: 49-50). Another
example of this relationship is reflected in the ideological associationofbodilyfluids,and
the physical and chemical properties of water. The words auk "blood", aukkaningaq

"sweat",aukkaniq "polynia" and auktitiqpuq "the melting ofthesnowhouse in the
spring",allrefertoaflowing"body"ofliquid(Therrien 1982). Thepolysemic

substantivesina designates both the border of the eye, thelimitofthe sea ice(a
particularly rich part of the Arctic ecosystem),and shores (associatedwitheitherriversor
lakes). The common denominator between these elements seems to be the opposition
between their "dryness" and the humidity of either the eye orunfrozen water (ThelTien
1987:85). Particularly important for the Inuit is the notion of"border"or"limit".
Boundaries are linked to both changes and modifications of corporealelements,andtothe

Table 2. Examples of the Extensiveness of Localizing Radicals
(Therrien 1987:93)

LOGICALASSOCIATIO S
Object

Space

Actions and

Movements

opposition between the body and the outside world (Therrien 1987: 84-89; Saladin
d'Anglure200l,2006a,2006b).Whetherinmyths,metaphorsorstories, parallels
drawn between human made objects and the body are plentiful. For example,
various Inuit groups share the use of the substantivepllllq to designate "a woman
who isa mother", which is also used to refertoa "bag", ora "conta iner"(skin)
(Therrien 1987:129). According to Collis (1971: I02)pllllq is composed of the
minimal forms pll- , which refers to any element "presenting a curve", and -lIq,
which marks the attribution. In this sense, a container would be "thatwhichhasa
curve". One of Rasmussen's (1931: 222) female informants used the image of the
bag to designate "that which surrounds and protects". Becausetheyshareasimilar
form (the curve) and function (protection, lifeandwamlth),obvious parallels can
be drawn between houses and women 9
Houses can be considered as embodiments of the culture itself and not just vessels.
Inside the dwelling, body and mind are fused into a single being. A house has a qingaq
"nose" (through which it communicates with the universe), a qimirlllgllli "spine" and
kajjiq"hair" (a great part of the human soul is said to reside in the hair) (Therrien 1987).
Any ilill isa metaphor for the human body, predominantly the femal e body (Figure 7).
The illllvigaq or snowhouse is particularly associated with women. The root all(k) is used
to designate the following experiences: allnaqpllq(the lossofblood caused by
menstruation) and allkliliqpllq (the melting of the snowhouse in the spring) (Therrien

While the illu tends to be symbolically associated with women, the kayak is a metaphor for the male body
(Therrien 1987)

9

1982:123). Therootandsubstantivepaa,whichdesignatestheentrancetunnelofthe
snowhouse, is also used in ulsuuppaanga"ofthe female sexual organtheopening",
whilethetermanivik,alsousedtodesignatetheentrance,refers to both "the place from
where one gets out", "being born", and "mother" (on a more metaphoricalbasis).
Such metaphors had repercussions for daily activities. Forexample, a pregnant
woman was strongly advised to crawl in and out of an il/u with her head facing towards
the outside, which would prevent the baby from being born in a breechposition(Therrien
1987: 33). Many Inuit informants, recalling their intra-uterinejourneysasafoetus,
discuss how they lived in a little illu, which became smaller and smaller as they grew
(Rasmussen 1930:45; Saladin d'Anglure 2001, 2006b). Contrasting with the solid/vital
natureofthefoetus(ilumiu"theoneinside") ' OistheOuid/liquidnatureofmenstrual
blood, which is one of the greatest taboos expressed in Inuit soc ieties throughout the
Arctic (Therrien 1987; Saladin d' Anglure 2006a). Although seldom referred to, there
seem to have existed menstrual huts and birthing houses, where the parturient and her
newborn would stay fora month orso (Therrien 1987: 129-131; Saladin d'Anglure
2006b).

10 The word il/umiul, designating the inhabitants of a house shares with ilumiu the notion
of "a presence inside" (Therrien 1987:31).
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Figure 7. Longitudinal sectioll ofa snow house (Therrien 1987:28)
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This perception of the ililivigaq as a metaphor for the reproduction of the human
body is the first stage of its symbolic meaning. Its ceiling (qilak" house vault", "sky
vault"), linguistically associated with the sky, isa replica of the universe. The vaulted
shape is the same, only the proportions change. Not only do Inuit houses tie humans to
the celestial world, but they also connect them to the marine world. Interestingly, an Inuit
myth recounts the abduction ofa female youth by a whale, in which that whale builds his
female captive a house from his own bones at the bottom of the sea. Both this myth and
the linguistic co-significance of terms tend to indicate a powerfulrelationshipbetween
females, whales, and winter houses (Therrien 1982; Whitridge 2004: 242). However, this
myth being associated with Eastern Arctic populations, we can question whether it was of
equal importance in Labrador, where the main deity/spirit was nota sea goddess, but the
TorngalslIk, spirit of the Torngat mountains. Furthermore, the greater availability of
driftwood and spruce trees in Labrador seems to have played a role in the substitution of
whalebonefortimbers,asroofsupportsforsodhouses".lnthissense,itwouldbe
interesting to investigate whether houses retained theirsymbolicassociation with the
ocean, or if there was a fluctuating shift towards the terrestrial worid. Nonetheless,
drawing from mythological and linguistic analogies, it becomes apparent that dwellings
are intricately linked to both bodies and the landscape.

II Whereas Eastern Arctic sodhouses' roofs were often supported by whale bone
(WhitridgeI999),Labradorgroupsseemtohaveusedwoodtoagreaterextent(Kaplan
I983;Woollett 2001)

The Inuit body is an ensemble of disparate, yet interdependentel ements(ila),
grouped under the following categories (according to Therrien, 1987): head and neck;
torso; upper and lower limbs; skeleton, organs and skin. They are further understood in
tenns of their horizontality (left, right) and verticality (upper, lower). While we tend to
assign more importance to the head (as the controlling element), the Inuit believe that
they all work in symbiosis, as a whole. As we have mentioned above, Inuit society
(ilalimaal "the entire network of kin") is perceived as the sum of such elements (ila).
Altering a single element intluences the "whole" (illllll1a) (Therrien 1987).
We have seen previously that nothing is more important to the Inui tthansocial
cohesion. In western society, we tend to perceive nerves and blood vessels as much more
important than articulations. However, because they create cohesion, the Inuit share a
special intimacy with this body part. Articulations are also perceived as loci for the soul
(or souls), the place where the compact/solid nature of the body attaches itself to the tluid/
liquid nature of the soul (Therrien 1987: 103-1 12). A person with a severed limb or organ
is considered ofa lesser kind than other human beings. Only an angakkllq, a shaman,
could survive a "disarticulation". In fact, going through such anexperiencewaspartof
the shamanic rite of passage. Angakklllstood at the articulation of the terrestrial and
cosmological worlds (Saladin d'Anglure 1983, 2006a; Trott 2006).lnuit bodies and things
findmeaningthroughtheirrelationwithinspace,butsodofeelings and behaviours. Here,
again, Inuktitutunderlines how itis impossible for one to understandtheworldifone
does not possess "spatial consciousness" (Therrien 1987:95). Forexample,lIngaviga"he

loves him/her and cries in his/her absence", stems from the root lIngal- "far from";
iqqapaa "he remembers him", stems from the root iqqa- "of (something) the bottom";
kinngllpaa "he/she misses him" stems from the root kingll- "behind", "of (something) the
rear". Takingthenotionofdistanceintoaccounthelpstoexpressapluralityofhuman
feelings.
The Inuit conception of the universe can thus be seen to revolve around bodily
experiences and perceptions. The body is a vector through which one communicates with
the invisible world. Malters of the body become socio-religious prescriptions(suchas
reinforcement of social cohesion through sharing) orprohibitions(such as the seclusion
of women giving birth), which in turn, orchestrate daily and intergenerational movements

As argued by Ingold (1993), Tilley (1994),and many others, actions and
movel11entsstandatthecoreofthehumanexperienceofspaceandthe definition of place.
Within a village, as people travel to and from houses, and perform various activities, they
create adynamic map "dissected by paths and punctuated by regions or points of
heightenedsignificance"(Whitridge2004:4).lnthissameway,territorieson a larger
scalearecreated.Winterlandscapesareespeciallyimportantin this regard,sincethose
paths become visible (as human, komalik or animal tracks), and charged with symbolic,
social and practical significance (Aporta 2004; Therrien 1990). The Inuitoflgloolikuse
different terms to define tracks and trail visible on the snow. The terrnigliniq(pl.igliniil)
refers to a communal trail l11adeofseveral tracks and routinely usedfortravel.Usually,

suchtrailscorrespondtotraditionalroutes(aqqllfiif)./g/inikll/ukisused for small trails,
and inisiaqplIngarefers to the act of following a lone track left by an occasional traveler
(Aporta 2004: 17). In Northem Quebec dialect, different names are given to traces
according to the specific destination they indicate. Forexampl e,ungammllaniif is used to
designate the track left by someone leaving a given point. Angiqraliniif refers to the
tracks left by a person who's going back tohis/herhouse, whilellfirnigiifdesignatesa
"back and forth" movement (Therrien 1990). Looking upon a winter village, one would
thus immediately be able to recognize which points (houses,graves, free spaces, etc.) are
considered of greater or lesser significance. Just as musical notes or writing can be read
on a sheet of paper, so could a village be read on a snow canvas.
Tracks associated with footsteps, fumiujaq (human, animal orotherworldly
creatures) are imbued with symbolic significance, and are perceived as miniaturizations
ofthehumanbody(TherrienI990:36).lndeed,likeapersonalsignature,whetheran
individual isyoung,old,injured,orwalksheavilyorwith long strides, can be read from
his tracks. In Inuktitut something that is oval shaped is said to be fllmilljaq "that
resembles a footstep" (Therrien 1990). Myths recount stories 0 fpeoplewhose
metamorphoses into animals were witnessed through their tracks, or whose destinies were
changed by having listened appropriately to the sound made by animalorhuman
footstepsonthesnow(Figure8)(TherrienI990;Saladind'Anglure2006b).lnNunavut,
it was not recommended for physically or psychologically ill peopletoleavethespace
"with footsteps" fumifaqaqfuq, and enter the space "without footsteps" fllmifaiffuq, which

was considered to be the realm oftheil1l1a"spirits"./l1l1ahada Ii king for weakened
humans, for they could easily be influenced intobargainingtheirlives.Onlyshamans
willingly entered the Ilimilaillllq and talk to the il1l1a(Saladin d' Anglure 1988,2001).
Not only through their visible characteristics can snow trackscreateadynamic
ensemble of mental images: they also have a sonorous quality. Once again, depending on
the stride or weight of an individual or object (say a komalik), footsteps/passagewill
produce a distinctive and recognizable noise. Once again, contemplating a winter village
is not only a complex visual experience, buta whole sensorial experience.Becausethey
disappear with the melting of snow in the spring, tracks (both at the scale of the village
and of the landscape) are bound to become memories. As they travel within the landscape,
people not only move from place to place but, rather, move along a networkoflines
interconnecting different points/places where both real and mythical events are known to
have happened (Collignon 1996,2002, 2004; Jones 2004; Nuttal 1992; Saladin d'Anglure
2004). Particularly important events/places are given socially meaningful names (which
we refer to as toponyms). For example, they may indicate the presenceofusefulnatural
resources, like Uvilllqlllq "where there are mussels" (near Inukj uak),orrefertoeventsof
great social significance, such as/millllmavik "where one eats men"(Staffelsland I,
JaDb-2, Home Island area), where it is said that during a period of famine, people
resorted to cannibalism (Kaplan 1983:789). Toponyms may also indicate mythical places,
such as Tlipi/avvik"the place where there are Ilipilail" (situatedon a little island near
Killinek), Ilipilail being spirits associated with the pollution generated by a site which has
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been populated for too long (Saladin d'Anglure2004). The significance of other place
names, such as Komaktorvik "where one eats lice" (Kaplan 1983) remain more obscure.
As one travels, each part of the territory, actingasa trigger, unveils different mell10ries
andreactivatestheemotionsassociatedwithit(Ibid).Placenall1esare crucial, for they
bind together spaces and till1e, to create hUll1anized places inwhi chthe Inuit can evolve
(Collignon 2002:55). Many studies, for example Collignon amongst the Nunavik
lnnuinaitandNuttall for Greenland Inuit,havedemonstratedhowcrucial toponyll1sare in
generatingandregeneratingsocio-culturalidentities. Unfortunately, no such study has yet
been done in Labrador. The present research relies on the slim data existing on thesubj ect

Chapter 4 Quantitatiye Spatial Analysis· pefining the Data and Methodology

Whileitexall1inestheintra-sitespatialdistributionoflnuithouses, this research is
prill1arily concerned with the instances of this distribution that,repeated on different
archaeological sites, create a pattern, which can then be interpretedintermsofcultural
behaviours.Archaeologicalsitesarenotherestudiedasdistinct/hermeticentities,butas
points interconnected bya cOll1plex networkoflinescreatedbypeople'sll1ovements
through space and time. This study's scope is thus also regional,and considers Inuit
archaeological sites situated along the Labrador coast.
Focus on the Labrador coast is not, however, so ll1uch the result of a selection process
as it isa constraint. While inland occupations have occurred (see Taylor 1969), they have
notyetbeensystematicallyrecorded.lndeed,lnuitarchaeologicalsitesurveysand

research in Labrador have, up to now, focused on coastal settlements. Also, as mentioned
in the "Previous Research" section of this thesis, most of the presentdatacomesfrom
Susan Kaplan's doctoral thesis, which remains, to this day, the most extensive database of
pre-Inuit, and Inuit site locations. However, it still is the resultofa single research project
- the Torngot Archaeological Project (1978-79). Because of this, we cannot assume it
accounts for every Labrador Inuit coastal settlement. Still, Kapla n'slistisextensive,and
complete with site descriptions (of variable completeness) andsitemaps(asoftenas
travel and fieldwork contingencies allowed the mappingofa site) . In the present research,
sites were chosen according to the following set of criteria:

° for comparative purposes, it was decided that only sod houses would be taken into
consideration. This ensures that all sites were experienced unde rsimilar
conditions (temperature, light, snow coverage, need forspecifi cnatllralresollrces
like closeness to thesina, etc.), because sod house settlements were occupied
between fall and spring,

° because this research studies the intra-site spatial relationship between houses,
sites featuring only one sod house were rejected. In is thus acknowledgedlhatthis
constitutes a bias as far as regional settlement patterns analyses areconcerned.
Oat least two of the following time periods are represented by differentstructures:
precontactlnuit(lateI5 Ih toI6 Ih centllry),protohistoric/early-contact(lateI6 Ih to
17Ihcentury),historic(lateI7Ihtomid-19Ihcentury),latehistoric (mid-19 Ih to early

20'hcentury)andmodern(20'hcenturytotoday)12Iglosiatik I and Nachvakare
exceptions, and the reason why they were incorporated in thisresearch is
explained in chapter 5.
°the site must have been mapped based on accurate measurements.
Unfortunately, some archaeological sites looked promising on maps, but could not be
used since not enough houses had been tested orsituatedchronologically,forexample
IvitakCove I (Kaplan 1983:664-673).
Also, a boundary had to be set in regards to the "vertical" spatial arrangement of
houses. Re-occupation of house structures is indeed a recurrent feature inalmostall
Labrador Inuit coastal settlements. Dorset material seems ubiq uitous in precontact Inuit
archaeological contexts and indicates the re-appropriation by the latter of loci previously
occupied by Dorset. South ofNain, stratigraphy shows evidence that some historic houses
were built on top of precontact structures, while this was a much more common
phenomenon in more northern 10cations.Althoughthere-appropriationofspace
constitutes an intriguing research topic, the scope of this Master's thesis does not allow its
integrationinthepresentinvestigation.ltwasthusdecidedthat when situated underneath
a more recent structure, only houses whose own structure remained apparent would be
taken into consideration (how this was done is discussed further in the next chapter). Only

location of either one's entrance passage: houses laand IbatKomaktorvik I (IhCw-I).
Table 3 displays which sites ended up constituting the archaeol ogicalsampleassembled

Itis important to mention another type of variable that could notbeassignedadequate
attention here: landscape features. There is little doubt thatstreams, cliffs, hillsides,
coastlines and the like had a major impact on the choice of buildinglocations and
settlements of houses in a given landscape. However, for the following two reasons, it
was decided that natural features would not be counted as quantifiabledata.Firstand
foremost, most of the maps taken from Kaplan's thesis do not account for this kind of
information with enough precision or consistency. To accurateIycomparesite layouts the
variables that are to be contrasted need to be the same (for examp Ie, the distance to the
nearestneighbour,orthedistancetothehiliside).lf"hilisides"are indicated on some
maps and not on others, they cannot be used as quantifiable comparativematerial,
especially not on so small an set of data as the one used in thisthesi s.Second,landscapes
change. For example, in the 500 years or so of Inuit occupation of Labrador considered in
this research,coastlines have varied,as indicated by the layering of terraces on several
archaeological sites, and vegetation has been altered (naturallyandbyhumans)(Kaplan
1983,Woollett2007).ldentifyingthesechangeswithineacharchaeologicalsile,defining
which natural features are significant, translating them intoquantifiablevariables,and
incorporating them within the present research would surpass the scope of this Master's
thesis. However, should better maps become available, such studies would prove

Table 3. Labrador InuilArchaeological Sites Utilized inlhisA nalysis

extremely fruitful for lnuitarchaeo!ogy, especially considering recent advances in
geographical information sciences.

4.1 Defining the Selected Quantitative Method
This research is concerned with the spatial distribution of houses, and what it may

tell us about a site's history and the interplay between space, houses as objects and the
occupantsofthesites.Assuch,thefirststepforeachsitewastorecord each residential
feature's x and y coordinates, and to plot them on a two dimensionalgrid,theresultbeing
called a poinl process. These are displayed in Figures 12t025.Moreprecisely,eachpoint
represents thepaa (entrance) of the i1lu(Figure 7), and not itscenter, as would have been
a more typical measurement point. Thepaaoflheillu is a place ofheightened
significance that marks the liminal space between the exterior andtheinteriorofthe
dwelling, the place from which one would either start or stop interacting with the outside
world.Therefore,entrancetunnels'orientationswereincorporated as relevant
infornlation, although not fonnallycomputed in thequantitativeanalyses.
Selecting an appropriate statistical method for the present spatialanalysispresents
two main difficulties. The first resides in thenumberofpoints/coordinatesthatcompose
the data assemblages. Unlike spatial analyses focusing on artifact scatters or large
complex settlement systems (which can produce hundreds of coordinatedata),studies
concerned with the intra-site spatial distribution ofilluilhavetodealwithalimited
number of such data. Furthermore, while Eastern Arctic settlements previously examined
in spatial analyses sometimes produced assemblages of20 to 30 houses (Dawson 2001;

GrierandSavelle 1994; Park 1997; McGhee 1984),and57 in the extreme case of
Qariaraqyuk(WhitridgeI999),Labradorlnuitvillagestendtobesmaller in cOl1lparison,
and consist of agglomerations of8 to 22 houses (as far as the sites chosen in this research
are concerned). Fewer data means that distributional patterns and trends are less apparent,
and may be represented by a single point (dwelling). This is why it was crucial within the
context of this research to findotherl1leans, such asethnoarchaeologyandlinguistic
analogies,tomakethemostofLabradorlnuitcoastalseltlementanalysis.
SOl1le of the l1lore challenging issues inciuded how to bound regions appropriately,
giventhevagariesofarchaeologicaldataandnoaprioriknowledge of the spatial scale of
the original sociocultural landscape (Kantner 2005). This proved especially challenging
for the present study, since it had to deal with already existing l1lapsdrawnatdifferent
scales, and presenting variable amounts of landscape detail. Arbitrarily modifying the
alreadysubjectiveboundaryofmappedsites,ordecidinguponafixed boundary for all
archaeological sites, would only have accentuated the subjective nature of the data. It was
thus decided that each site's entire l1lapped area would beconsideredasthecalculation
window. In this sense, each window represents the area within which points were
observed. In sOl1le cases, not all houses were represented oraccuratelypositionedona
map, for example at Johaness Point I. It was decided that for the sake of approximate
visual observations, the window would be arbitrarily adjusted. However, since the added
coordinates are by no means accurate, spatial analyses were perforl1ledon both windows,

The classical techniquesforinvestigatinginterpointinteractionaredistance
methods, which are based on measuring distances between points (Bevan and Connolly
2006;Blankholm 1990; Grier and Savelle 1994). For this thesis, itwas necessary to
choose one that could deal with both of the difficulties described above: a limited number
of data, as well as inconsistent boundary definitions. It was thus decidedthatthebest
method to use here would be derived from nearest neighbour analysis (henceforth NN),
for it can handle point patterns of any size, and estimates spatial correlations between
points. NN operates on two (or more) dimensional coordinate data (Blankholm 1990:
110)andcalculatesthedistancefromeach item/point to its nearestneighbour.While
spatial relationships between houses are sometimes visually obv ious,forexample
structures I and2 atAvertok,they remain uncertain in 1l10stcases. As was dell10nstrated
in chapter 3, distances are highly significant when considering Inuit conceptions of space,
and can reveal much about the type of relationship existingbetween dwellings (and thus
between their inhabitants)
ltisill1portanttoll1ention,atthispoint,thatalthoughitisthemostcoll1monly
used calculation within NN, the nearest neighbour index/statistic was not employed here
(see appendix I for detailed formula). First,whileitisveryusefulinthecontextof
artifactscatterstodeterminewhetherpointsofagivendistributionarerandomly
dispersedornot(Blankholm 1990), I believe it to be less so when considering the spatial
patterning of Inuit sod houses. Artifacts can be randomly tossed aside, or change location
through time due to natural phenomenon (etc), butasdescribed inchapter3 of this thesis,

ethnographic and linguistic data strongly suggest that Inuit sod houses were built
according to various decisional processes. It follows that data points are here considered
asdependentuponeachother.Thisbeingsaid,thenearestneighbour statistic is also
strongly influenced by the size of the studied area, which would have greatly complicated

The exploratory tool favored for the present research is the Stienendiagram,
which is obtained by drawing a circle around each pointofagiven pointprocess,of
diameter equal to its nearest neighbour distance. While it does not provide precise
calculations or generate quantitative data, it is visually striking and reveals much about a
given village's spatial dynamics. A Stienen diagram can be read as follows: the larger the
circle, the more isolated the dwelling. One such diagram was plotted for each site.
Following this, colours representing the different time periods mentioned in the previous
section, were manually assigned to houses, as often as possible. The highlighted patterns
thus obtained seem to reflect several interesting and new facets of the sites' histories and
oftheculturalsignificanceofthespatialdistributionofhouses.
The second exploratory tool used in this research is based on theemptyspace
distances, also known as the "spherical contact distribution" or the "point-to-nearestevent distribution" (Baddeley 1998,2008; Baddeley and Gill 1994). The empty space
distance method is described as boundary dependent (hampered by the edge effect). This
is probably due to the fact that it is usually utilized in biological and ecological contexts
featuring hundreds of points (as in Baddeley 1998,2008; Baddeley and Gill 1994), in

which case the window upon which calculationsareexecutedcanonlyrepresenta
fraction of the whole population. However, in the case of the present research, all
observable points are situated within the window. The geometry of the area was thus
considered of less importance. Typically used to determine what percentage ofa given
pattern is empty, by summarizing the sizes of gaps within a pattern (Baddeley and Gill
1994), it is here found quite useful to calculate and most importantly visually accentuate
the extent to which Inuit sod houses share a spatial relationshi p. The empty space function
calculates the distances from each location in the window tothenearest point of the data
pattern (Baddeley 1998,2008; Baddeley and Gill 1994). The resulting diagram consists in
apixelimage,whosepixelvaluesaretheemptyspacedistancestothepatternX
measured lTom every pixel (Baddeley 2008 :102).
The aforementioned methods present another advantage within the context of this
thesis. Becausetheydonotrequirecalculationsofmeandistances,andmostlyconstitute
ways of visualizing spatial information, they allow outlier housestobe integrated into the
calculations. In statistics such as stratified samples, an outli erisan observation that is
numerically distant from the rest of the data. Statistics derived from data sets that include
outliers will often be misleading, and outliers are often thereforeeliminatedfromthe
studied samples (Moore 1999), as was the case in the work of Grier and Savelie, 1994.
However, outliers may be indicative of data points that belong toadifferentkindof
population than the rest of the sample set, and ought to be investigated(MooreI999;
Renze2008). Observing the spatial distribution of outlier houses within Inuit villages

allows us to propose several hypotheses regardingtheirsignificance, as well as establish a
sort of "scale" or progression of certain houses towards "outli emess"
Both methods described above were realized using the statisticalpackageR,free
software with an open-source licence. It is a commonly used and easytounderstand
statistical package, for which reference material is readily available,mostlyonline.R
features many libraries/packages, amongst whichspalslal was selected for this research.
Spalslal was designed and written by Adrian Baddeley and Rolf Turner, specifically for

analyzingspatialdata.Currentversionsofspalslaldealmainlywith spatial point patterns
in two dimensions. The package supports the creation, manipulation and plotting 0 fpoint
patterns, exploratory data analysis, the simulation ofpointprocess models, and parametric
model-fitting, as well as hypothesis tests, residual plots, anddiagnostics(Baddeley2008:
19)

ChapterSPafaAnalysis·QbserYatjousoutbeSpatjalPaltern;ngo{houses

The major objectives of this thesis were to first to determine ifthere are
quantifiable trends in the different internal spatial arrangements observed on Labrador
Inuit archaeological sites, which contain sod houses rangingfrom precontact Inuit to
historic or modern Inuit. Second, it aimed at exploring possible culturalphenomenathat
may have intluenced the processes from which thedifferentobservabl espatial
arrangementsoriginate.Andthird,thequestionofoutlierhouses was to be addressed, and
potential cultural explanations for their existence examined .Thepurposeofthischapteris

to present the results of observations and spatial analyses carried out on all nine
archaeological sites listed in chapter 4.
The key to data analysis certainly lies in the methods employed, but also in the way
such particular data is visually represented. As mentioned in chapter 4, the Stienen
diagram and the Empty space distance diagram were found particul arly interesting in this
regard. In order to detect general patterns and trends in the spatialarrangementof
Labrador Inuit coastal sites, each house's nearest neighbour (NN) distance was recorded
(fora total ofl42 houses). A typical "clouds of points" graphic was produced (Figure 9),
and proportions were shown in a classic bar graphic (Figure 10). Several interesting
phenomena can be observed. First, we can see that the most common (46 sod houses) NN
distances are situated between 3.lm and 6.2m followed by 6.2m to9. 3m (34 sod houses)
(Figure 10). Second,NN distances tend to increase from southem to northern locations·
more precisely, while distances below 12.5m keep remain consistentthroughoutallsites,
distances above 18mdrasticallyincreasestartingatlglosiatik(lg).Third,itcanbenoticed
that both graphics are bimodal: the first (Figure 9) in itslatitudinal gradient (from North
toSouth),and the second (Figure 10) in house spacing.

These pattems are interesting

and significant. In the case of Figure 9, the bimodal distribution observed on the graphic
is created by5 sites, for which house distribution range between 3m and 48m. Among
these, 4 are situated in Northemmost Regions (Hebron, Saglek, Komaktorvik Bay and
Killinek),andone in central Labrador (Nain). Furthennore, these sites comprise houses
with the wider range of dates (i.e. they have been inhabited repeatedly over longer periods

of time. It appears that northemost locations have been favoured for settling from the 15th
to the early 20th century. Such contingency resulted in more complex spatial
distributions, and there is no doubt that cultural perceptions of space, time and otherness
were highly stimulated in these areas. This will be fun her discussed in Chapter 6. In the
case of Figure 10, the bimodal distribution reflects an emphasis on two sets of distances
used in order to deal with socio-spatial relations. First, themost frequent distances are
betweenOand9m.Thesetendtoexpresssomedegreeofsocio-spatialrelation.The
second mode represents distances which tend to express less socio-spatial
acknowledgement, which range between 12m and 20m. Such gradation is discussed
further in Chapter 6.
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5.1 EskimoIslandI,2and3(GaBp-t-2-3)
All three Eskimo Island sites are situated on a small island in Hamilton Inlet. The
fact that they have been assigned distinct site names is the resu Itofanarbitrarydecision
made by Fitzhugh in 1968 (Kaplan 1983:410). Eskimo Island 1,2and 3 are situated 50
meters apart, on the same terrace, near the same shore. Here, they were treated as a single
site featuring three different house groups.
Eskimolslandl,2and3thusfeatureatotalofIOsodhouses,respectively(and
approximately)datedtotheearlyI8thcentury,late18thtoI9thcentury,andlatel6thto
early 17th century (Figure II).AII entrance tunnels face south, which is congruent with

southeast due to prevailing North and Northwest winter winds. The presence of 30
documented burial structures on the island supports the asserti on that the island, over
time, sustained a fairly large population.
The Eskimo Island sites Stienen diagrams (Figure 12) seem to indicate a time-related
preferential choice for settlement location, which maybe interpretedasthreedifferent
wavesofoccupation-16thand 17th century, 18th century, and late 18th to early 19th
century. Both Stiencndiagramsand Empty space distance diagram (Figure 12) illustrate
the various degrees of spatial relationship between houses.

5././ Eskimo/s/ond3
The houses documented at Eskimo Island 3 (EI3)areconsideredtobethe
oldest structures on the island. The recovery of iron and Basque artefacts combined with
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(Kaplan 1983:412)

2.

house shape and sizes links these houses to the early contact period(latel6thtoeariy
17th century). The chronology of Eskimo Island 3 houses is not established, but due to
the fact that it is the least distinct structure, house 4 isconsi dered to be the earliest.
However, it may also have simply been the most briefly occupied. Houses I, 2, 3 and 4
cannot be considered as spatially integrated, although they are temporallyrelatedtoone
another. It is only when analyzed as a component of the largersitecomposed of Eskimo
Island 1,2 and 3, that houses 1,2,3 and 4 ofEI3 can be viewed as spatially related, and

From the map and both the Stienen diagram and the Empty space dista nce
diagral11producedforEI3,itcanbeobservedthathousesl,2and3areevenly positioned
in a line, one house behind the other. House 4, described as a shallow depression, is
locatedoutsideofthatline(20mwest).lnterestingly,itisalso apparent that an all110st
systel11aticspacingof20mseparatesthehouses
As l1lentioned above, and as can be seen in Figure 9, 20m NN distancesare
not that recurrent, and one might wonder whether they are "nearneighbours" at all

5./.2 Eskimo Island 2
The Eskil110 Island 2 site is cOl1lposed of three houses that have beendated
to the 18th century (Kaplan 1983:415-419). The three structures are architecturally
sil11ilar,although house 6 is sl1laller, and their interiors have been divided to create two
distinctrool11s(Kaplan 1983:415). Houses4and5stand5.48l11apartfrol11eachotherand
are l1lutual nearest neighbours. The two houses' entrance tunnels converge. Houses 4, 5

and 6 visually constitute a cluster ifall three Eskimo Island sitesareconsideredtogether.
Within this cluster, however, the smaller structure named house6can be considered a
spatial outlier. As illustrated in the Stienen diagram and Emptyspace diagram, it lies
18.72m behind house 5 (its nearest neighbour), a position suggestingadiscontinuityin
the spatial relations between the three structures.
On the one hand,architectural similarities, their clustered appearance,and
their approximate dating argue fora connection between houses 4, 5and6ofEl2.0nthe
other hand, both houses 4 and 5 are far enough apart from house 6 not to be considered
"in spatial relation".

5.1.3 Eskimo lsland 1
Eskimo Island I (Ell) is the most recent sod houses settlement on Eskimo
Island, and dates to the late 18th or early 19th century. Houses 1,2and3areseparatedby
distances of 13 to 14m, which considering that the houses are 12m long, is about the
closest they can be to each other.

5.2 Avertok 1 (GiCh-l)
Avertok I or "place of the whales" in Inuktitut(Figure 13), is situated in
the Hopedale area, and was extensively occupied between the earIy 17 1h century and the
late 18th or early 19th century (Kaplan 1983:445). Avertokisknownasagreatlocation
for whaling, and records recount a number of whales spotted, killedorfounddead
between 1776 and 1781 (Taylor 1974:32). However, Jens Haven, upon visiting in 1773,

Figure 12. Eskimo Island (GaBp-I-2-3). A) Simple plot of site's residentia!structuresB)
Stiellell diagramC) Stienell diagram with colours showillgapproximatedatatiollof
houses D) Empty spacedistallce diagram.
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recorded that the Inuit now no longer hunted for large sea mammal s.lnstead,theyfound
itmoreprofitabletoactasmiddlel11enintheexchangeofgoodsbetween the European
communitiessituatedtothesouthandthelnuitpopulationsliving in northern locations
(Kaplan 1983:449). Perhaps this observation from Haven reflects a will todescribethe
Avertok area as exempt from profane traditional Inuit behaviours(suchaswhalehunting)
as Moravians would have wished it to be. In 1782, Avertok became a Moravian

The Stienen diagram and Empty space distance diagram produced from the
Avertok Idataillustratesseveralinterestingspatialphenomena(Figure 14). First, with the
exception of the southernmost cluster composed of structures 3,4,and 16to 18,illllilare
grouped in pairs. The later group of houses NN distances are 1.63m (house 4 to 17), 5.3m
(house 18 to 4), and 9.3m (house 17t03).Second,thefarthertheyare from the beach, the
farther apart house are built from one another, even though they are still grouped by two.
Whereas below the 3m terrace they are separated by an average of4. 7111, above this line,
nearestneighboursrangefroI118.ll11toI5.7m. Itisimportanttonotethatthisincreasing
distance surely is influenced by the fact that houses also become larger, thus their
entrance tunnels stand farther from one another. Third, pairs and clusters of houses are
spatially distant from each other. An average of 15.8m separates houses5and6frol11
houses7and 15,25.9m between house group 7 and 15 and houses 1 and2,and41.8m
separateshouses5and6fromhouses I and 2. Fourth, the Stienen diagram and Empty
spacedistancediagramshowthathouses9and 10 are visual outliers. Theyarel110re

closely related to one another than to anv other structure at Avertok I,and have been built
15.8mawayfromeachother.Finally,thegroupcomposedofhousesl9,20and21,the
most recent structures, were clearly built apart fromotherdwellingsatthe site.

Figure 14. Avertok I (GiCh-I). A) Simple plot of site's residential structures B) Stienen
diagram C) Stienen diagram with colours showing approximate datation of houses D)
Empty space distance diagram.
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5.3 Karmakulluk(GjCb-6)
Karmakulluk means "Place of low walls of old houses", a name which
indicates that at some point, a newly arriving population found ruinswhentheysettled
there (Bird 1945: 163). It is possible, seeing that the name comprises the word "karmak",
that these ruins were understood as past qarmat, a type of dwelling with sod walls and a
light skin roof, usually occupied during spring or autumn. Situated in the Hopedale area,
Kamlakulluk site 4 is interpreted asa whaling site (Bird 1945: 163-171), and consists of8
sod houses, dated from the early 16th century to the mid 18th century (Figure 15). These
aredividedintwodistinctgroups,ofwhichhouses2,5and8areconsideredtobethe
oldest structures. In both groups, houses are laid out in a genera lIylinearway,withthe
exception of house 8. House 8 could be qualified asan outlier. It stands at the back of
otherstructures(J4.7mbehindhouse7),itsentrancetunnelfacinganoppositeway
(south), and is thought to be the oldest structure and the site. InterestinglY,withineach
group there are earlier and later components. Furthermore, both groups feature dwellings
architecturally associated with the same period (Ibid), such ashousesl,3,6and7
(elongated rectangular structures), or houses 2 and 5 (bilobatestructures).
In terms of spatial measurements (Figure 16), a distance of 38m separates the two
groups of houses. Within houses I to 4b group, the greatestnearest neighbour distance is
9.3m(housel to house 4b) and the smallest is 3.lm (house4a to house4b). While a
distanceof5.5m separates houses 5 and 6, houses 7and 8NN distances are respectively

Figure IS. Map of Karmakulluk
(Kaplan 1983:446)

Figure 16. Karmakulluk (GjCb-06) A) Simple plot of site's residential structures B)
StienendiagramC)Stienendiagramwithcoloursshowingapproximatedatationof
houses D) Empty space diagram.
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5.4 Iglosiatik I (HbCh-l)
Iglosiatik I (Figure 17) is located on Iglosiatik Island, in the Nain area,
eastofVoisey's Bay, and is precontact(16 th century) to 19th century in age (Peter
Whitridge,personalcommunications2010).Judgingfromhouseshapes, sizes and the
disturbanceofsomestructuresKaplan(1983:462)describedlglosiatikashavinghad
many phases of occupation. In the summer of 2007, Whitridge and his crew spent a 10
day period excavating at Iglosiatik. Test pits were placed in front of houses 8, 9, and 16,

Iglosiatikpresentsoneoftheclearestlinearspatialarrangementsalongthe
coast houses were built along a terrace, ina row oriented east-west. BoththeStienen
diagram and Empty space distance diagram (Figure 18) reveal that the westem portion of
the site, from house I to 11, is spatially connected: NN distances range from 2.66m to
7.29m. House 12, while still part of the row, was built a little further apart (11.3m). House
13 stands behind the main row (22.8m from house I I) and could be consideredasan
outlier, as well as houses 14, 15and 16, which are respectively separated from the rest of
the settlement by 45.4m, 58.9m and 70.8m.

Figure 18. Iglosiatik I (HbCh-O I) A) Simple plot of site's residential structures B)
Stienen diagram C) Stienen diagram with colours showing approximate datation of
houses D) Empty space diagram.
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5.5. Johaness Point I (lbCq-l)
Situated in the Hebron region, Johaness Point I features 18 sod houses
(Figure 19), which have been dated to the precontactand protohistoric (I 5th-16th
century), contact (17th century), historic (late 17th to early I9th century), and the modern
(late 19th to early 20th century) periods. The site presents a very complex occupational
history. Almost all houses exhibit signs of reuse, fromprecontac tto early20 1h century.
JohanessPoint I is known for its long whale hunting tradition, which isreflectedi nthe
ubiquity of whale bones in structures throughout the site.
WhenconsideringonlythehousesthatwereactuallymappedbyKapIan
(houses I to 12, and houses 16and 18), Johaness point I exhibits relative homogeneity.
Houses are divided into 2 groups separated by 12.5m, within which they are almost
evenly dispersed in space(NN vary between 4.lm and 7.6m). The only exception is house
12, which was bllilt directly on top of an older, yet still apparent structure, and stands
7.8m from house II. However, if houses 13, 14, 15 and 17 are plotted on the map
(approximate coordinates reported by Kaplan), the site's historybecomes more complex,
and outliers appear. In order to visualize this information, two di fferent graphics were
produced (Figure 20).
Houses8and9werebuiltontopofotherstructures,indicatingthat this
portion of the site was lIsed fora long period of time (the precise length of which is hard
to determine becallse structures were not dated, but it is reasonable to suggest the early
contact period). Both structures share a wall, and becallse hOllse 8 cuts into house 9,itcan
beassllmed that it was built after the latter. House 8's entrance passage is oriented

towardstheeast,whilealiotherhousesatthesitefacesouth.House 18's place within this
group is uncertain. Kaplan describes itas a structure, but since itisonlyaveryshallow
depression, which wasnottested,itis hard to determine its exactsignificance.
Houses 4 and 5 have been identified by Kaplan as two houses which were at some
point joined together through the destruction of the intervening wall (Kaplan 1983:582),
while retaining their distinct entrance passages. Kaplansuggeststhathouses I, l2,and 13
may have been occupied at the same time, because the same type of beads was found in
all three structures. These houses were built at an average of57.7mfrom each other, and
along different beaches (house 13 is the farthest from the shore). House l7,dated to the
late 19 th to early 20 ,h century, is one of the most extreme outliers of all Labrador Inuit
coastal sites studied here (Figure IO),andwasbuiltapproximately70mfromhousel,its

Figurel9.Mapof JohanessPoinll(lbCq-l)

(Kaplan 1983:577)

Figure 20. Johaness Point 1(lbCq-I)A) Silllple plot of site's residential structures B)
Stienen diagralll C) Stienendiagralll with coloursshowingapproximatedatationof
houses D) Stienendiagralll incorporating tictional coordinates for houses 13to 17E)
Empty space distance diagram F) Elllpty space distance diagram incorporatingtictional
coordinatesforhousesl3tol7
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5.6.lkkusik(ldCr-2)
Situated on the southeast shore of Rose Island, Saglek Bay, Ikkusik
(Figure 21) features twenty distinct sod houses that have been dated to the precontact,
historic and late historic periods (Schledennan 1971). The quantity of whale bones and
baleen recovered on site tends to indicate that the precontact population oflkkusik was
hunting bowhead whales (Schledemlann 1971). The site of Tuglavina, situated on the
southwest shore of Rose Island, is considered as the later settlementofthegroup,its
population having shifted there during the late 18th and 19th century. The idea that the
Ikkusik and Tuglavina sites' occupations were extensive is supported by the presence of
109 burial structures on the island (Schledemlann 1971; Way 1978).
Sch1edermann's site map illustrates three distinct groups ofhouses:houses
2and7to 10; houses 12, and 21 to 23; and houses 5, 6, and 17to 19. They are spatially
distinct,andfurtherunitedbythesodmoundtheyshare.lnaddition, five isolated
structures can be observed, namely houses 1,3,4, 15,and 16.The Stienendiagram and
Empty space distance diagram produced for Ikkusikreveal differentfocalpointswithin
the site, some of which are different than the apparent clusters represented on the map. It
appears that Ikkusik'site history is complex
Both the Stienen diagram and the Empty space distance diagram (Figure
22) divide the site area into three sections that correspond tothoseillustrated on the site
map. However, due to the varying range ofNN distances, they cannot be called clusters.
Eachareafeatureshousesoftheprecontactandhistoriclnuitperiods, and each area is
separated from the other by at least 36.58m (from house 4 to 5). Withinagglomerations,

certain dwellings are spatially closer. Houses 5 and 6 from thecentralareawerebuilt
directlyontopofhousesl7and 18. It is important to note that in the case of houses 17
and 19, their apparent spatial relation is due to the fact that, sincethe location ofthepaa
caJUlotbe determined, the centerpoint of house 17wasusedforcalculations.Houses 17
and 19 thus seem closer on the diagrams then they are in reality.
The area situated to the right on the Stienen diagram and the Emptyspace distance
diagram is composed of houses 2, 7to 12, 15,and21 t023.Amongthese,houses2and9
are unitedbyaNN distanceof4.7m and based on their shapes and sizes are both
associated to the eariy communal house period. House IOwasformallydocumentedand
associated with the late communal house period. However, it does not share the same
mound as houses 2, 7t09,and II,andisbuiltslightlyattheback.TheStienendiagram
and Empty space distance diagram associate houses 12, 21-22 (actually a two room
dwelling), and 23 with this "grouped" area at the east of the site. The site map shows
them to be more like an independent cluster. House 12 is situated 21.3m from house 8.
House 21-22, associated with the precontact period, was builtoverhouse 23, and house
12 was built on top of both of the other two.
The third area situated to the west (left in Figure 23 A-B-C-D), is composed of
houses 1,3,4 and 16, for which NN distances vary between 18.4m and 26.1 m. The only
reason that they seem to create a spatially integrated unit is becauseofthe Empty space
distance which opposes houses 1 and 4, to both the central and right house groups. It is
for this reason that house 1,3,4and 16 are here considered as solitary structures. House 3

is the largest structure on site, and is associated with the communalhouseperiod.House
16, situated 26.lm from house 3, is its nearest neighbour.
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Figurc21.Mapoflkkusik
(SchlcdcnnannI971)

Figure 22. Ikkusik(ldCr-2)A) Simple plot of site's residential structuresB)Stienen
diagram C) Stienen diagram with colours showing approximate datation of houses 0)
Empty space distance diagram
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5.7 Nachvak Village (lgCx-3)
Nachvak Village isan Inuit settlement consisting of 15 sod houses and
situated on the north shoreofNachvak Fiord (Figure 23). Only house I could be
associated with the historic period per se, although it remains uncertain because this
assessment by Kaplan (1983:678) was based on the recoveryofa singlefragmentof
metal. In fact, is is presumed that the site was abandoned by the latel8thcentury,when
its residents likely moved to Kongu (Whitridge 2004). Although it thus is dated to the
prehistoric and early historic periods,

achvak Village was included in this research

because it provides a comparative model to which later settlements'spatialarrangement
of houses may be contrasted. Furtherrnore,incorporatingthesesi tesinthepresentwork
revealed an interesting spatial phenomenon: sites comprising houses with the wider range
of dates (i.e. sites that have been inhabited repeatedly over 10ngerperiods of time) will
exhibit a wider range ofNN distances.
As illustrated in both the site map (Figure 23) and Stienendiagram (Figure
24), most houses at Nachvak Village were built in such a way as to fom1 a line, within
which

distances vary from 4.701 to 9.2m. This line is, however, broken in the places

where

distances become larger. Several isolated structures can also be 0bserved,

namely houses 8 and 9 (which fom1 a pair) and house I (the most striking, built 37.701
fromitsN

house 2). Houses are all oriented towards the beach,and 9 graves situated 0n

a rocky knoll near the site were documented.
Material evidence recovered at

achvakVillageandtheubiquityofwhale

bone in house structures tend 10 indicate that its inhabitantssuccessfully humed bowhead

whales, while their diet also included smaller games, such asdifferent species of seals,
and caribou (Kaplan 1983: 678-702; Swinarton 2009). The Empty space distance diagram
and Stienendiagram indicate that houses 10to 17 fOnll a fairly reg ularline. NN distances
vary from 4.7m to 9.2m, which are amongst the most common NN distances within the
sites studied in this research. Within this line, houses II and 12 are the most closely
spatially related (4.7m). The line extends further north with houses2t05. However, at
this point, it is not as regular, and looking at the site map and the Stienendiagram,it
appears to be more composed of an outlier (house 2, 11.5m from its

N house 3) and a

cluster (houses 3,4 and 5, unitedbyNN distances of5.3m and 6m respectively). The
central point of this cluster is situated 20m from the beginning ofthe regular line (marked
by house 17).
Houses 2, 6andespecially 7, are the largest structures on site, and are not
included within the line.Theirincreasedsizeperhapsmarksthebeginning of the contact
period (for house 2) and historic period (for houses 6 and 7), after which the population of
Nachvak Yillage likely moved to Kongu.
Houses 1,8and9arethegreatestoutliersatthesite. House I is situated 37.7m from
itsN . Itis impossible to determine whether it represents an earlier 0rlaterfeature,for
the significance of the iron fragment recovered from it has not been determined. Houses 8
and 9, however, have each other as nearest neighbour.

Figure 23. Map of Nachvak Village (lgCx-3)
(Kaplan 1983:678)

Figure 24. Nachvak (IgCx-3) A) Simple plot of site's residential structures B) Stienen
diagram C) Stienen diagram with colours showing approximate datation of houses D)
Empty space distance diagram
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5.8. Komaktorvik 1 (lhCw-l)
The site of Komaktorvik I,in Inuktitut "place where one eats lice", is
situated on the northeast shore of Komaktorvik Fiord, in Seven Islands Bay (Figure 24).
Itconsistsofl8sodhousesranginginagefromprecontactlnuittothe late historic period
(as well as earlier visible pre-Inuit structures). The site was subjecttoextensive
rebuilding activities. Strangely enough, no burial structureassociatedwiththesitehas
been documented. The Stienen diagram and Empty space distancedi agram reveal several
interestingpattems.Thesiteseemstobedividedintothreec\usters(houses2a,b,c,d,e,
andf;houses4t07;houses8toIO),andpunctuatedbyfivestructuresofvariable
isolation (houses 1,3, II, 12,anI3). House 12 of Komaktorvik I is a particularly
intriguing documented outlier dwelling. Houses Ia, and Ib are the closest NN on the site.
At Komaktorvik I, clusters and isolated structures are associated with
different time periods. House la has been dated to the historic period, while house Ibwas
associated with the late historic period. House complex 2 was dated to the late historic
period,houses4t07,aswellashouses8to 10 date to the precontact Inuit, and house II
was associated with the historic period. House I and II were respectively built 85.6m and
59.lmfromtheir

in group 4 to 10,and 107.5mfromeachother.

JustlikehousesatNachvakandlglosiatik,dwellings4,5,6,and7 are positioned
in a row. They are associated (KaplanI983: 731)withtheearliestprecontact Inuit
occupations of the site. The Stienen diagram reveals that houses 6and 7 are particularly
close, with a

distanceof4.3m,althoughintemlsofdistances,allfourstructuresare

spatiallyassociated(NNdistancesof4.3mand7.5m).Houses8,9and 10 are situated to

theeastofdwellings4to 7(21.9m separate house 7 from house 9), andwerealso
associated with precontact Inuit (PeterWhitridge, personal communications2008).
Withintheciustercomposedofhouses8tol0,nearestneighbourdistancesareofl0.6m
(between house 8 and 9) and 11.9m (from dwelling 10 to 9). IIIuit8 to 10 were not built
in a row, and are larger than houses 4 t07.
House I isa littleclusterof2 houses. Probably dating from the historic
period (Kaplan 1983: 710-716), it has been associated with the eariy communal phase
(although itisnotas large as other houses of the same period situatedsouthof ain).A
smaller house was built right into it, dwelling Ib,probablyassociated with the late
historic period (late 19th eariy 20th century).
The latest occupation at Komaktorvik 1 is associated with the hOllse2
complex situated 8m to the northeast ofhollses laandb.AlIstructuressharethesame
mOllnd,andsomeareevenbuiltontopofpreviousones(2d,e,andt).NNdistancesvary
greatly, and range from 2.5m(between house 2d and 2e) to 10.7m (between houses2a
and2b).Eachhouseispointinginadifferentdirection(resulting in a greater distance
between each paa), with their backs to one another (the same phenomenon can be seen at
the site of Big Head I, Seven Islands Bay).

°0
o

Figure 25. Map of Komaktorvik
(Piclurecourtesy of Dr Peter Whitridge and Don Butler)

Figure 26. Komaktorvik I (IhCw-l) A) Simple plot of site's residential structures B)
Stienen diagram C) Stienen diagram with colours showing approximate datation of
houses D) Empty space distance diagram
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5.8.2 HOlise/2aIKomaklorvik/
House 12 is situated 43.8201 from its

N (house I), and is perched in the middle

of thebankleadingtoa 16m high terrace. Such a location forasodhouse has not yet
been recorded on other archaeological sites described in the re ferencematerialexamined
in this thesis. Although Drs William Fitzhugh, Arctic Center (Smithsonian Institute) and
Lisa Rankin, Memorial University of Newfoundland, mentioned seeing houses built
inside caves (personal communications, 2008).
House 12 is spatially distant from other structures and measures 2 m x 2.5m. Given
its internal organization, it appears to be associated with theprecontact Inuit period
(Kaplan 1983: 740;Whitridge2007; PeterWhitridge,personalcommllnication2008).
However,asmentionedearlier,architecturalstylesmaytluctuatethrollghtime,and
current chronologies based on house forrns should only be consideredasgeneral
gllidelines.lthasashallowmiddensuggestingabriefoccupation.

5.9 Nunaingok(JcDe-l)
Nlinaingok I is the northernmost site lInderstlidy here. Situated in the region of
Killinek,the site consists of 15 visible sod houses and a standingcabin(Figure27).The
presenceofmultipletentrings,stonegrave,caches,huntingblindsandlmeterthick
midden deposits (Kaplan 1983: 809) indicates that the site has been extensivelyoccupied
and represents a propitiolls hunting location during several seasons.Zooarchaeological
data provided by Kaplan (1983:816) indicatethatsealswerethemajor food resource at

Nunaingok while walrus, polar bear, fox, bird, dog and bowhead whale bones were also
recovered. Judging from the site map and Stienen diagram,housesseemtobe
concentratedalongthebay(situatedtothenortheast).Apartfromthis, no definite cluster
is observable, although certain houses seem to be spatially related.
Figure 10 shows that

distance at

unaingok I are quite disparate. Thes/ienen

diagram and Empty space distance diagram show that houses 6 and 7 are the closest
related dwellings on site. Both associated with the latehistoric period (19th century) by
Stewart (1979), house Ts mound covers house8's, indicating itwasoccupiedlater.Their
entrance passages seem to almost join. Houses 5 to 10, situated at a maximum distance of
6.2m, are oriented towards one another. While it is situated near these structures (8.3m),
house 6's entrance passage does not point towards these other dwellings. Houses9isbuilt
on top of house 8.Theyboth face towards the bay and are situated 11.2mfromhouses6

Houses I and2sharethesamemound,andhavebeenrespectivelyassociatedwith
thelatehistoricandmodemperiods.lmerestingly,Stewart(1979) mentions that these
houses may have been reused later on, for he thought he could observesmallerstructures
within houses I and 2. Like the house 2 complex at Komaktorvikand houses at the siteof
BigHead I, their entrance tunnels are not facing the same direction.
There are five isolated structures at Nunaingok I. House 3 is the earliest
documented structure at the site, and was associated with theprecontact period (Stewart
1979). It is situated 24.8m from its NN (house 2). Houses 14 and 12, of about the same

size, are also isolated structures whose entrance tunnels facedi fferent ways than other
houses at the site. House 13 was built 46.8m from its

, house II. While Stewart does

mention its peculiarly isolated spatial position, he did not excavateit. House II is the
largest dwelling at Nunaingok I. Associated with the 18th century, it is situated 15.9m
from its NN, house 9. While it is not the most isolated structure at the site, it still stands
far enough apart from any other dwelling to be singled out.

TOPOGRAPHY AND HOUSE FEATURES
OF NUNAINGOKl JcD.·l
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Figure 27. Map of NunaingokI (JcDe-l)
(Slewart 1979:81)

Figure 28. Nunaingok I (JcDe-I)A) Simple plot of site's residential structures B)Stienen
diagram C) Stienen diagram with colours showing approximate datation of houses D)
Empty space distance diagram
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The present chapter aims at understanding the spatial datadescribedin
chapter 5. In chapter 4, the Inuit conceptions ofothemess, space and time were detailed.
The following chapter highlights certain aspects of the way the Inuit experience the
universe that came to be understood as particularly enlightening forthe present work.
For the Inuit, social distance and spatial distancearedirectlyproportional.Duringher
stay amongst the Utlcu, Briggs noted that closeness, separateness and hostility were
expressed socially as well as spatially, by the distance between campsandthespacingof
tents and iI/lis within camps. Linguistically, Inuit describe theirexperiences by visualizing
the object of the discourse and linguistically describing the spatio-temporalconditionsof
their observations, which is reflectcd in personal pronouns, Iike "I" (llvanga) = "my here
very close" and us (llvagal)="our here very close" (Therrien 1987:13). Spatial
perceptions are also used to describe a person's relation toanother.Forexample,theroot
aki-"opposite" is used in the tenn akil/iq, which refers toaperson one considers to be the
mostdifferentJoppositefromhimlher,andisalsousedtodescribethe neighbour who, in
the village, resides in the house opposite to yours. Many emotions are also described in
terms of distances, such as kinngllpaa "he/she misses him", which stems from the root
kingll-"behind","of(somethingto) the rear". Following this, the possibility that spatial
positionsofhouseswithinsettlementshaveemotionalresonancecould be examined.
However, this would require thorough investigations of each site'soccupationalhistory,
as described in ethnographical archives and as remembered by elders, a task which cannot
be completed in the context of the present thesis.

Like social perceptions, relationships, and emotions, time hasanessentialspatial
dimension. Events are understood as having passed. Events are aIso expected to happen
and are projected into the future. The Inuit thus perceive time in a linear way. However, it
is also cyclical. When the sun starts to disappear in October, it is always expected to
comebackaroundinwhatnon-lnuitcall"January"or"February".PeopIe and animals
are also part of an endless cyclical motion in time, where adeceased individual maybe
reincarnated as another human (baringhis/hername)orasan animaI,andthendieagain,
and be reborn again, and soon. Finally, for the Inuit, the concept 0 ftimeisalsospatial.
Eventsandpeoplethathavepassedarenotterminatedandforgotten.lnstead,theyare
perceived more as having shifted into another place or dimension ,which only makes
them less visible. Perhaps this place can be understood as memory.Perhapsitalsoisthat
through memory (in the form of objects, stories, prayers and songs) that past events and
people can be summoned. In Inuktitut, the term sivulliir "ancestors"refersto"thosewho
are the most in front". In this sense, it literally means that what isin front of you cannot
be forgotten (in opposition to something kingu-behind, something that one misses). This
spatial perception of time suggests two importanl lhings forth e presenl work. Firsl,lnuit
houses, perceived as uninhabited by non-Inuit would havetriggered memories within the
minds of settling Inuit, upon their arrival at a site. The nature and intensity of the e
memorieswouldhaveinfluenced,ifnotdictated,thesenewoccupants' spatial behavior
(comprisingthebuildingofdwellings).Second,ifuponencounteringhouse ruins no
memories were triggered,these ruins could still have been considered inhabited,

considering the way Inuit perceive the deceased. The i1111's past occupants may have been
felt as still present, but in a non-tangible way. This immaterial but real confrontation with
otherness also would have intluenced the settlers' spatial behavi or.
Inuit houses, in Inuktitut illuil, are reproductions of the Inuit body. Like the uterus,
the house surrounds and protects, and the Inuktitutwordthatdesig natesafoetus,illimill,
also designates the occupant ofa dwelling. A house has a qingaq "n ose",aqimirlllgllli
"spine" andkajjiq "hair", and its dome-shaped ceiling refers to thesila-the air, the
universe. At the core of the Inuit spatial perception oftheuniverseis the body. The Inuit
body is the foundation of the entire human experience. Affinities between the body and
the natural world merge into a complex system of correspondences between physiological
and natural processes. Peoples' illnesses may impact on the land, and people, in tum,
suffer from the illnesses of the land (such as drought). Matters ofthe body also become
socio-religious prescriptions (such as reinforcement of socia I cohesion through sharing)
or prohibitions (such as the series of interdictions surroundingmenstruatingwomen).
These,inturn,orchestratedailyandintergenerationalmovements and actions. Finally, the
Inuit understanding of the universe isa reproduction ofthegeneralstructural
understanding of the body as a "whole", in its multiple "parts", and most importantly in
its "articulations". Because houses are reproductions of the human body, we can assume
they were subject to the same rules, and imbued with equivalent symbolic and
commUI1lCatlvepower.

For the Inuit, otherness, as something marginal and not partofthe"whole", is
preferably avoided. One way to do this is to create extensive, and extendable, webs of
socio-relations, within which kinship links can easily be foundandactivated. Kinship
bonds are thus shaped several ways: by partaking in common activities and sharing their
by-products, by genealogical or territorial ties, and by ideologicalorsymbolicelements
like name sharing. Becauseanindividllalpossesseshis/herparentsandgrand-parents'
memories, as well as his/her namesake's kinship bonds, sharing memories and atiq
providesapracticallyinfinitesourceofkinshiprelations.ltcan thus be argued that
encountering total strangers, or coming across an unknown settlement, was a rare thing.
ThisthoughtseemstobeechoedinthespatialdispositionofdwelIingswithin
settlements: houses with rrelatively small nearest neighbour distancesarefarmore
numerollsthan hOllseswith relatively large nearest neighbour distances.
Social links that one activated in a settlement setting will vary inintensity,andthus
condition people'ssocio-spatial closeness. One's body is the first level of social space
experienced by an individual. Following this, an Inuit immerses him/herself in the i1agiit

nangminariit (immediate kins constituting the basic family unit). This ilagiitnangminariit
in turn may join other families, and thus form an extended ilagiil. It is more flexible, and
may be seasonal. Within it, the intensity of the activated kinship bond can become a little
diluted. Again, extended ilagiit may gather and constitute largesettlemems, usually
centered arollnd commllnal sllbsistenceand economic activities. Inside these settlements,
the activated kinship relations may be even more diluted. This Iastlevelofsocial

proximity is the most fluid, itis usually seasonal, and ofa limitedduration(althoughit
may be cyclical). This gradation ofsocio-spatial proximity became particularly important
as each site's spatial data was examined.
The Inuit concepts of land sharing was also used as a central point to guide the
interpretations described below. Inuit residing in the same piace were classified into one
of two categories: nllnaqqatigiit"those who share the same territ Ory(IllIlW) ina
discontinuous way", and silaqqatigiit "those who share the same territory, camp,sila
(literally "air", "environment", "universe"), in a continuous way". Within these two
concepts lies the difference between sites or portions of sites showing spatial integration
and continuity (silaqqatigiit) and those showing looser, less structured spatial
arrangements (nllnaqqatigiit).
Each of the nine sites understudy here was interpreted through thelenseofthe
cultural information discussed above. Sections 7.1 to 7.9 describe these interpretations,
while 7.10 provides the final interpretations.

6.\ Eskimo Island
Within Eskimo Island 3 (Figure 14), Houses 1,2, 3 and 4 cannot bequalifiedas
spatially integrated, although they are temporally related to oneanother:20m

N

distances are not usual,and may suggest a desire to maintain arecognizablesocial
distance, by illagiit sharing only some degree of kinship bond. This proposition is
supported by the fact that each house has a different shape and size

13,

reflecting different

13 House 1 isasmallrectangularstTuclure(5mx4m;hollse2isalargeroblon gstructure (9.6mx 5.4m);
hOllse3isarectangularslructure(6mx4.8m);hollse4isashallowdepression

spatial arrangement needs, and could thus be considered asdifferent stages ofa
chronological house-type sequence.
Within Eskimo Island 2, houses4and 5 probably were spatially reiated,an
assessment reinforced by the fact that both houses'entrancetunnelsconverge,implying
that they shared a common outdoor porch. House 6 is the spatial outlier, a position
suggesting discontinuity in potential social relationsbetweenstructures.Theobservations
presented in chapter 5 are contradictory. On the one hand, architectural similarities, their
clustered appearance, and their approximate age argue fora connection between houses 4,
5 and 60fE12. On the other hand, both houses 4 and 5 are far enough apart from house 6
not to be considered in spatial relation. This suggests thathouses4and 5 shared a
silaqqaligiil relationship, while they were linked to structure 6 by more ofa nllnaqqaligiil

type of land sharing.
At Eskimo Island 1, revegetation, architectural similarities and the fact that houses I
and 3 share walls with house 2, suggest that the three houses were 0ccupied
simultaneously.Whethertheywereornot,theirlinearsidetoside spatial arrangement,
their homogeneity of shape, size and internal arrangement, and theiridenticalorientation
(entrance tunnels point south), suggests that these structures 'inhabitants shared strong
kinship bonds. A recurrent observation made during this study isthe isolated position that
southern and late historic and modem structures occupy within sites. This may be due to
contacts with Moravians,since the missionaries strongly proscribedpastlnuitbeliefs,

especially shamanism. Some northern sites seem less affected by th is practice, perhaps
because the Church had less control over these regions.
ltis hard to explain why people would have decided to build their housesinthe3
distinct pockets observable at Eskimo Island. Unfortunately, Kaplan's map of Eskimo
Island 1,2and3locationsdoesnotprovideenoughdetailstoallowenvironmental or
practical considerations, which may have influenced the sites' particular spatial
configuration, to be taken intoaccounl. While the possibility thatthere might have been
kinshipbondsbetweentheinhabitantsofEII,El2andEl3cannotbediscounted, they still
chose to establish a considerable (50m being the maximum nearest neighbour distance)
spatial distance between themselves and the houses of previous inhabitants.ltcanbe
proposed that people associated with each wave did not consider themselves related to
previous occupants. They must have known that there had been people there before, but
none they knew or shared kinshiporatiq relations with. Therefore, they had to establish a
respectable distance between themselves and the previous inhabitants'sila.ltmayalsobe
that after a given period of time, each site was considered "saturated" with sila, and
people had to move their houses to a "clean" distance.
This suggests that the Inuit who settled in each of the Eskimo Island site shared a

nunaqqatigiit type of relationship with the inhabitants of the other two sites. However,
within each cluster, the relationship might have been both silaqqatigiitandnunaqqaligiil,
since at least some kinship bonds could be called upon, andactivated through
simultaneous occupations, blood bonds, aliq sharing or memory.

6.2 Avertok I
Besides the observation that the most recent houses (19,20and 21 ) were built an
averageof60mapartfromtherestofthesettlement(FigureI3),noclearpattemis
detected that is related to the different periods of site occupation. This suggests that the
site's inhabitants shared kinship bonds that remainedactivethroughspaceandtime
(especially since Bird (1945) and Kaplan (1983) mention that many houses were built on
eariiercomponents),and the observable break with the latehistoric components of the
site supports the suggestion that Moravian influence was instrumental in the segregation
of late historic houses.
Avertok is the site of an interesting progression from spatially integrated houses
situatednearthebeach,to less spatially integrated housessituated farther and farther from
the beach. Distances between houses grouped in pairs suggestth attheysharedsila,
reflecting kinship bonds between them. The same can be said ofhouses 3, 4, and 16to 18,
which are clumped close together. The inhabitants of each ofthese groups of houses may
have shared a silaqqaligiil type of relationship. Minimum N

distances between clusters

are of I 1.49m, which argues forasocio-spatial relation. However,nearestneighboursalso
reach a maximum of26.89m, which suggests distant socio-spatial relationships. While the
possibilityofasilaqqaligiil type of relationship between housesand groups of houses

cannot be refuted,thespatial arrangement of houses at Avertok I also reflects a
1111l1aqqaligiiltypeofrelationship.

6.3 Karmakulluk
A first hypothesis to explain Kannakulluk'sspatialarrangemento fhousesisthattwo

distincthousegroups.Thispropositionissupportedbythefactthat house styles, which
are typologically similar (bilobate structures common among 15 thtol6thcenturyearly
Labradorprotohistoriclnuit),arefoundinbothgroups.Thedistance separating the
groups would then suggest that there were no strong kinship bonds between them (38m
between house2andhouse5). Simultaneous occupation is not necessarily implied here,
1110rethe fact that people, upon arrival atthesite,noticedthepresenceofsol11ewhat
recentsodhousesandfindingnokinshipbondstocalluponandjustify either the reuse of
the structures, or settling near them, decided to build theirhousesfartherapart.Onething
that can be hypothesised with more certainty is that within houses I to4bkinship
relations likely did exist. Indeed,NN distances tend tospatially associate dwellings. As
for houses 5 t08,theirrelationship isnotasclear,butresembles that of house pairs at
Avertok I.Asan outlier, house 8 could be interpreted as an early pioneerhouse,similarto
onesobservedatEskimolsland,Greenlsland6,Nachvakandlglosiatik.
A second plausible hypothesis is that house shapes and sizeshave less to do with
specific chronological trends than with selective uses respond ingtoiml11ediatespatial
needs(numberofinhabitants,taskstobeperfonnedindoorsandoutdoors, as well as
individual preferences). In either case, Kannakulluk illustrates the complexity of
interpreting Inuit settlement pattems in tenns of the spatial arrangementofhouses.While
the possibility ofa silaqqaligiil type of relationship between houses cannot be refuted nor

formally proven, the spatial arrangement of houses at Karmakullukappears to reflect a
nunaqqaligiiltypeofrelationship.Themeaningofthename"Karmakulluk" ("Place of
low walls of old houses") reinforces this assertion. Indeed, some of the houses at
Kamlakulluk may have been qarmail, and since both types of houses would have left sod
berms,thepresentanalysisdoesnotincorporateenoughinformationoneachdwellingto
tell the two types apart.

6.4 Iglosiatik I
Because houses I t09atlglosiatik 1 are built into the same beach ridge, and because
therearenosignsofthedisturbance(suchasoverlappingwalls)usuallyassociatedwith
chronological breaks, it can be suggested that their inhabitants shared strong kinship
relations. Their entrance tunnels are all facing southeast, suggesting that by building on
this part of the ridge, a certain ideal house orientation was bei ngreproduced.
A first hypothesis suggests that houses I to 9 were built during an initial wave of
settlement. Houses 4 to 9 share the same mound, and are close NN, which suggests that
their occupants shared strong kinship bonds, and perhaps asilaqqaligiiltypeof
relationship. Houses IOand II probably represent the 181h centurycommunalhousephase
occupationoflglosiatik'spopulation.Theyarelargerrectangular structures that could
have housed several family units, reflecting a shift of lifestyle influenced by the changing
subsistence economies stimulated by contacts with Europeans (Kaplan 1983: 462). These
twohousesareclearlyspatiallyrelatedtoeachother,fortheyshare the same mound,

which overlaps houses I to 9's mound. They still are contiguous though, which suggest
that they shared clear kinship bonds with the previous occupants of houses I t09.
Whilethespatialrelationshipsbetweenhousesltollcanbeobserved,housesl2to
15 pose a little more difficulty. Although houses 12and 15 are both bilobate structures,
they are situated so far apart from each other that itseemsunlikely they shared kinship
relations. In this sense, houses 14and 15 are more closely related (13.44m). This not
uncommon distance (see Figure 10) may be correlated with some degree of spatial and
social acknowledgement.
Iglosiatikcanthusbereadasarelativelyhomogenouslineararrangel11entofhouses,
punctuated by several marked outliers. Structures 13, 14and 16 l11ay be associated with
pioneering occupations of ilagiil nangminariil. They may also have housed families who
were socially rejected by the rest of the group, as was documented by Briggs during her
stay amongst the Utku. Because of its peculiar situation at the back of the main row of
houses, HI3 is a particularly interesting outlier at Iglosiatik . Houses 14to 16seemtofit
morewiththe"pioneerhouse"hypothesis.Consideringthatallhouses in the row share a
moreorlessequalviewoverthesinainwinter,housel3isinaless favourable position.
Outlier houses stand at the limit between the inhabited and uninhabited spaces. The row
of houses constitutes the visual focal point of human activity at Iglosiatik.The
surrounding space, devoid of human occupation, stands in oppositiontothisloc/lsof
humansila.Houses 14and 15,andmoreso 13and 16, were built at the articulation
between this area of strong human presence, and theel11pty spacearound it. Whether this

spatial situation is a product of social alienation orofanabsence of kinship bonds, these
dwellings and their inhabitants could be understood as occupyinga liminal place in the

6.5 Johaness Point t
The spatial distribution of houses at Johaness Point I seems to reflect two distinct
sets of occupations dividing the site into east and west sectors.Theearlierwaveis
represented by the western group of houses, and started during the protohistoricperiod

the protohistoric period. Houses8and9werebuilton top of other structures, indicating
that people sharing close kinship bonds used this portion of the site for several episodes
(the length of which is hard to determine because structures were not dated). Both
structuresshareawall,andbecausehouse8cutsintohouse9,itisprobablylater.This
implies that their inhabitants shared sila. However, they are not oriented the same way.
Indeed, the orientation of house 8's entrance tunnel diverges from all the otherpaal at the
site. Perhaps precautions had to be taken regarding thesila ofhouse9'sprevious
occupants, or the later house's midden prevented the inhabitantsofhouse 8 from orienting
their houses the same way. Houses 8, 9, 10, II are likely socially tied together, and most
likely shared a nunaqqaligiil type of relationship. However, because they are aligned and
their NN distances do not exceed 7m, it is also reasonable to think some might have
shared asilaqqaligiil type of relationship.

It is here hypothesized that houses 3 to7, situated in the eastern section of the site,
representthesecondsetofoccupationsatJohanesspointl.Culturalmaterialfoundin
both house 7 and 16 tend to associate this group with an 18th to 19th century occupation.
This seems consistent with the idea that later groups, having beenincontactwith
Europeans, changed subsistence economies, which in tum affected people's spatial needs.
Houses 4 and 5 have been identified by Kaplan as two houses which were at some point
joined together through the dismantling of the middle wall (Kaplan 1983: 582). However,
they retained their distinct entrance passages. This spatial peculiarity exposes a
contradictory spatial relationship. While all ilagiilnangll7inariilinhabitingthedwelling
would have shared interior space, they made a point in keepingtwo distinct links to the
outdoors. It can be argued that while sharing asilaqqaligiil type of relationship, the
extended ilagiil created by the joining of the multiple familie swho lived inside houses 4
and5 chose to reduce social tension by keeping two entrance passages. Houses3to7
probably shared asilaqqaligiil kind of relationship. However,both groups (houses 8 to
12,andhouses3to7)mostlikelycanberegardedasnunaqqaligiiI.
While they share similar assemblages, houses I, 12and 13 were spatially built at
considerable distances from the other, and along different beaches. This would suggest
that their inhabitants did not share kinship bonds, although they may also reflect a social
statement of segregation. House 17,dated to the late 191h to early 20 ,h century is one of
the most extreme outliers of all Labrador Inuit coastal sites (Figure 10). This location
supports the hypothesis that Moravian influence was instrumentaI in the self-segregation

of late historical houses. These outlier houses can thus be regarded as having a

I1l1l1aqqaligiil kind of relationship with each other, and otherhousesatJohanesPoint I.

6.6lkkusik
Both the Stienen diagral11 and the El11pty space distance diagral11 di vide the site area
into three sections. This spatial arrangel11ent of houses seel11s to reflectsil11ultaneousas
well as sequential occupations of at least three distinct extend edilagiil.lndeed,eacharea
features houses of the protohistoric and historic Inuit periods,and each area is separated
frol11 the others by at least 36.58111. Within each of these, houseswould have shared a

I1l1l1aqqaligiiltypeofrelationship,perhapsevensilaqqaligi il.whilefrol11onegrouptothe
other, houses would have been considered as I1l1l1aqqaligiil.
Within each house concentration, some dwellings are spatially associated.Houses5
and 6 frol11 the central area directly sharedsila with the past inhabitantsofhouses 17and
18. Perhaps this represents the reoccupation of the largercol11l11 unalhousestructures
(houses 17and 18)by sl11aller ilagiil associated with the late 191h century, when houses

Houses 2, 7to 11,areall associated with thecol11l11unal house period, and share the
same mound (without signs of the disturbance sometimes associated with sequences of
occupations),whichsuggesttheywereunitedbyasilaqqaligiiltype of relationship.
House 12, built slightly at the back, has its own mound. This suggests that while ithasa
spatialrelationshipwithhouses2,and7toll,itdidnotsharesilato the sal11e level.

Houses 12,21-22 and 23 seem to have shared a nllnaqqaligiil type of reI ationship
with the other houses at Ikkusik. However, the fact that they were built one on top of the
other, reflects the likelyhood that they shared strong kinship bondstogether.
Ikkusik has 4 distinct isolated structures. House I, 3, and 4 were built at considerable
distances from other houses, which suggests a will toexpresssoci al distance, and perhaps
a nllnaqqaligiil relationship.
Eariy solitary house 16, dated to the protohistoric period, could be interpreted as

pioneeringjointilagiilnangminariiloccupation. Because dates have not been provided for
structures I and 4, it would be difficult to propose the same explanationfortheirapparent
isolation. Indeed, their shape and sizes also could associate them with late 19th century
Inuit,whom,withoutsharingkinshipbondswithpreviousoccupants of the site,
overwintered there nonetheless. Finally, their possible signi ficance as social outliers is not
to be discounted. These houses could have been inhabited by fami lies or individllals
whose social condition or status prevented thel11 frol11 settlingnear other houses.

6.7 NachvakVilIage
The linear arrangel11ent of houses 10to 17 cOl11binedwith the factthatNN do not
exceed 9.20111, sllggest that these houses' inhabitants shared cl ose kinship bonds, and
probably a silaqqaligiil type of relationship. Houses vary in shape and size, and could
thus represent different periods of occupation. However, as previously discussed,
chronologiescannotbeestablishedbasedonthesecharacteristicsalone.

It cannot be ascertained that houses 2 t05,and6and 7,shared a socio-spatial

relationship with houses 10to 17. However, houses 3 t05 could have shared a

silaqqaligiilrelationship,asdid houses 6 and 7,while house 2 likely was separated in
time, ifnotonly in space, and reflects a 171117aqqaligiil way ofsharing the land.
Houses2,6and especially 7,are the largest structures on site, and are not included
within the line. Their increased size perhaps marks the beginningofthecontactperiod
(for house 2) and historic period(forhouses6and 7),afterwhich the population of
Nachvak Village likely moved to Kongu. This would seem consistent with the hypothesis
stating that gradually through contacts with Europeans, the spatiallogicofhouse
arrangement shifted. This is especially true given the fact that communalhousescould
shelter many more people, and thus be more isolated as structures,whiletheirinhabitants
found thell1selves closer to ll1any 1l10re people than ever before.
Houses 1,8and9arethegreatestoutliersatthesite. Houses 8 and9,however, have
each other as nearest neighbour, and perhaps reflect a pioneeringoccupation.Overall,the
site of Nachvak Village seems to be the result of several occupationalsequences,within
which can be read bothsilaqqaligiil and 171117aqqaligiilrelatio nships.

6.9 KomaktorvikI
At KOll1aktorvik 1 clusters and isolated structures are associated with different till1e
periods, and share a 171117aqqaligiil type of relationship. Thedi stances between each of
these components suggests that, as they built their houses, the site inhabitants wished to
spatiallyexpressthesocialdistancetheyfelttowardsearlieroccupants. This seems

especially true in the cases of house I and II,whicharethemostisolatedstructuresin

Dwellings 4, 5,6, 7,and8,9and 10 were associated withprecontact Inuit (Peter
Whitridge, personal communications 2008). While the distance between the two house
groups tends to indicate a break in kinship continuity, the fact they were built in the same
area suggests that there was some degree of social recognition betweentheirinhabitants.
Withintheclustercomposedofhouses8tol0,nearestneighbourdistances indicate
kinship bonds between the inhabitants, because they are larger than illuit4 to 7 and are
not arranged sequentially. Houses8to 10 might retlect the beginning of changes in
subsistence economies historically observed during the 18th century. The spatial effect of
this shift would be, first, larger distances between each illu'spaa (tributary to the fact that
each houseitselfis larger), resulting in the dilution ofdirectoutdoor interaction zones,
andsecondadifferentspatialpositioningofhouses,whichencourageseachdwelling's
inhabitants to focus their social interactions on members ofthedwelling,andnotamongst
dwellings
House I isa littleclusterof2 houses, where a smaller one (house Ib) was built right
within the larger (house Ib). House Ib is associated with the late historic period (late 19th
century), when people seem to have abandoned, especially in most northem communities,
more communal life-styles to revert back to smaller production un its (usually consisting
of one or two ilagiit nangminariit). The superimposition of these two houses suggests that
the inhabitants of house I and house Ib shared close kinship. Of course, an opportunistic

reuse of structure is also a plausible hypothesis. However, I argue here that it seems
unlikely since this superimposition implies a direct sharing 0 fsila, and would probably
not happen unless some kinship link could be called upon.
The latest occupation at Komaktorvik I is associated with the house 2 complex. All
of the structures share the same mound, and some are even built on top of previous ones
(2d, e, and I). This indicates close relationship between their inhabitants. However, NN
distances vary greatly, which suggests that kinship bonds were notevenly spread amongst
the inhabitants of the house 2 complex. Furthermore, each house is pointing in a different
direction (resulting in a greater distance between eachpaa), with their backs toone
another (the same phenomenon can be seen at the site of Big Head I, Seven Islands Bay).
These combined observations suggest that the inhabitantsofhouse2 complex shared
kinship bonds established through economic partnerships (closer in the case of
overiappinghouses).Eacheconomicunit,however,seemstohavedesired a dilution of
interaction zones. Theresultofthisdivergenceinentrancetunneldirectionsisthat the
inhabitants of the house 2 complex did not have equal views overthe fiord (presumably
of seals, bears and other travellers), a characteristic shared by all other houses at the site,
nor were they all sheltered from the wind. On the other hand, less importance might have
been given to orienting houses towards the fiord. In either case, this layoutisa late 19th
century peculiarity, and had a definite impact of the way people interactedonsite,and
related to past inhabitants.

6.9 Nunaingok 1
Figure 28 showsthatNN distances at Nunaingok I are quite disparate, suggesting
that interactions between houses were notdeliberatly cultivated. The Stienen diagram and
Empty space distance diagram show thathouses6and 7 are the closest related dwellings
on site. The fact that theirpaa almost join further suggests a close kinship relation
between the two houses. An interesting phenomenon is observable in this area of the site:
houses 5 to 10, situatedata maximum distanceof6.2Im, are oriented towards one
another, creating the impression ofa shared space where outdoor interactions would have
been concentrated, situated at the exit of the entrance tunnels. Although they may have
beenbuiltthiswayforpracticalreasonsinfluencedbyenvironmental variables, this
seems an interesting, and somewhat unique 19th century display 0 faffinity amongst the
inhabitants of different dwellings. While it is situated near these structures (8.30m), house
6's entrance passage does not point towards these other dwellings,and so their inhabitants
would not have been able to access as directly the area ofpossibl e interaction described
above. Houses8and9havenotbeendated,butthefactthattheyarebuiltone on top of
the other (9 above 8) tends to indicate that their inhabitants sharedkinshipbonds.
Houses I and 2 share the same mound,and have been respectively associatedwith
the late historic and modem periods. Interestingly, Stewart (I 979) mentions that these
houses may have been reused later on, for he thought he could observe smaller structures
within houses I and 2. Like the house 2 complex from Komaktorvik and houses at the site
of Big Head I,theirentrancetunnelsarenot facing the same direction. Whetherthiswas
for practical reasons remains to be examined by further research. However, it is still

possible to suggest they were built to express a certain social distance,whilestiJlbeing
close enough to profit from mutual assistance in varioussocioeconomicactivities.
There are five isolated structures at Nunaingok I. House 3 is the earliest
documented structure at the site. Itis associated with the protohistoric period (Stewart
1979),andmayreflectapioneeringoccupation.Houses 12and 14,ofaboutthesame
size, are also isolated structures, and may be interpreted the same way, although their
smaJl size is not necessarily typical of protohistoric occupations, as was explained above.
Houses 3, 12and 14's entrance passages face different ways than otherhousesatthe site.
In this regard the most extreme outlier is house 13,whichisalsocharacterisedbyit'sNN
distance, which is the largest at the site. While Stewart does mentionitspeculiarly
isolated spatial position, he did not excavate it. Its size and segregated location suggests
that it was built during the 18thcentury.Withoutfurtherresearch,though,nothingmore

House I I is the largest dwelling at Nunaingok I. Associated with the 18th
century, it stands far enough apart from any otherdweJling to be singled out. Once again,
it would appear that 18th century communal or corporate types of dwellings were built
apart from previous houses on a site.

6.10 Concluding observations on the Spatial Patterning of Houses
Inuit Coastal Settlements

\V ithin

Labrador

Nunaqqaligiit relationships are found in every setllement examinedinthepresent

thesis. Thisspatio-temporal type of relationship is immediately created as peoplesetlle in

an area that had been inhabited before: the land unites the peoplethatdwell upon it

Silaqqaligiil relationships are different in the sense that bonds are not diluted by time:
whilenllnaqqaligiilimpliesonlyasharingofplace,silaqqaligiiI implies a sharing of both
place and time, and a mutualityofsila. However, the latter is much harder to identify
within archaeological settlements. Some cases can comfortablybeinterpretedas

silaqqaligiiloccupations, for example when houses share sod mounds that do not show
traces of the disturbance associated with chronological breaks (such as overlapping
walls).Ontheotherhand,housesbuiltfartherapartmayalsobeu nitedbysilaqqaligiil.
Following this line of thought, it maybe argued that there were di fferentdegreesof
intensityinthistypeofrelationship,anintensitywhichwasexpressedspatially.Muchthe
same way, nllnaqqaligiil relationships also could beofvariable intensities, and these were
also expressed spatially. Indeed, while houses may have been far from each other in time,
theirinhabitants'memoriesoraliqcouldhavecontributedinbringing them closer in

It thus appears that the spatial pattemingofhouses within Labradorlnuitcoastal
settlements may be considered in terms ofa series of increasing sociore-spatialremoves
(Figure 28). The closest expression of clustering would be thegro uping of living areas,
presumably occupied by one or two ilagiil nangminariil ("those who share a part of the
closest) within the same house, as reflected in multilobed structures sharing an entrance
tunnel.Thislevelofkinshipwaselaboratedduringthecommunalhousephaseofthe 18 1h
century. At the next remove are houses grouped into shared-mound clusters, either

arrayed ina line or clumped. It could be argued that both of these spatialpatternsreflect
silaqqaligiil types of relationships. Al anolherremove are houses and hOllse groups that

are relatively distant from otherhollses at the settlement. Thissuggestsmoredistanlly
related or even lInrelated factions. Finally,atlhefartheslremove are olillier houses. Both
of the latter could be seen as expressions ofl1l1l1aqqaligiil types 0 frelations.
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Figure 29. Gradation ofsocio-spalial remoS:~I~e~~~~~d within and amongst Labrador Inuit costal

Chapter? Conclusions

Thisthesisisanexaminationoflong-termspatialorganizationofl6thto20th
century Labrador Inuit coastal settlements, and of the role playedby Inuit perception of
othemess, time and space in the spatial positioning of houses within sites. I argue that
these abstract notions were key elements in the reproductionofsocialrelations,actions,
and units, as well as major determinants in people's interaction withl1l1l1a(theland),and
everythingthatlives,dwells,orsimplyisonit.Previousresearchinarchaeologyhas
demonstratedthatthespatialdistributionofdwellingsinasitereflects the social
decisions made by past people to regulate interactions between members of the group
(Grier & Savelie 1994).
This thesis adopts a multidisciplinary and geographically broad approachtothestudy
of Labrador Inuit spatial organization. The goals, methods and conclusions of this
research were informed by several methodologies and theories 0 fmoregeneralinterestto
archaeology,namelymateriality,landscapearchaeology,spatialanalyses,and
ethnolinguistics. The concept of materiality was fundamental here, for houses as material
object stand at the core of this research. Here, itis understood andaccepted,first,that
physical things have the power to shape and influence the living. Landscape theory was
also vital for this thesis, because it provides the conceptual toolsthatareessentialfor
understanding the Inuit physical and social environment, itssymbols, and corporeality.
For the Inuit, people, houses and the landscape are mutually constituted.
This thesis explored the Inuktitut meaning of different elements of Inuit houses, body
and landscape, and how they can help interpretthearchaeological record at hand. The

Inuktitut language allows us to understand the extent to which thelnuitbodycanteachus
about Inuit technology, sociai organisation, symbolic and reiigious thought, and
perception of the natural world. Finally, the present work combi nesallthepreviously
mentioned wider theoretical frameworks to spatial studies and settlement pattern
analyses.
This research follows and builds upon an extensive body of work conductedby
previous researchers on Labrador Inuit prehistory and history. The primary goals of early
archaeological research in Labrador were to document the evolutionofsettlement
patternsinpre-Inuitorlnuitcultures,focusingonarchitecturaI trends as well as group
cultural ecology. In her 1983 PhD thesis, Kaplan discusses Inuit cultural changes that
occurred during the last 500 years in central and Northern Labrador. The extensive record
oflnuitsettlements,inciudingmapsandhouseplans,providedbyher thesis was the
foundationofthepresentprojecLMorerecentarchaeologicalresearch in Labrador
includes various studies of long-term changes in Inuit social structures, through
settlement patterns, architecture, and environmental data. This thesis also had to include
work conducted in northern Quebec, the Central Arctic and the Central High Arctic,
which considered the spatial distribution ofpre-lnuit settlements, and Inuit settlements.
The earliest claim for the Inuit occupation of Labrador is made forStaffelsland,
around the 13th century A.D. However, such an early date as not yet been documented
from other archaeological sites in Labrador. It is more widely acceptedthatlnuit
populations migrated to Labrador around the 15th century A.D. Mostprecontactlnuit

winter settlements (16th-17th century A.D.) are associated with a maritime-oriented
economy that focused on whale hunting, a subsistence activity of high social and
symbolic significance. Precontact fall-winter Inuit houses usually consisted of small
semisubterranean sod wall structures, with turf and skin roofs,although there were larger

During the 16 th century, changes in regional subsistence economies occurred
throughout the Canadian Arctic, including the decline of whale hunting over much of the
EastemArctic, and Labrador Inuit culture gradually differentiatedandspecialised.This
period is also associated with a serious demographic drop, and thefirstsignsofcontacts
with Europeans. Winter settlements containing communal sod houses were built in inner
bays and along the coasts. This type of house was elaborated during the 18 th century,
when contacts between Europeans and Inuit became more frequent, especially in the
regions directly touched by the Moravian missions (establishedl77I).
ear the end of the 181h century, Moravian missionaries used economic strategies to
challenge the activities of powerful Inuit men. Because of this andsincewhaleandwalrus
populations were decreasing, large sea mammal hunting was almost entirely abandoned,
which undemined the need for cooperative hunting techniques(furlherdiscouraged by the
introductionoffireamls).Fourdifferentcategoriesofsodhouses are associated with the
19 th century: large communal houses similar in forrntothoseofthe 18lh century;smaller
semi subterranean sod houses; small single-family dwellings with side walls longer than
rear and front walls; and small rectangular sod houses constructed 0 nthegroundsurface,

with stone foundations. This particular period is a good reminderthat,althoughhouse
formcanhelpdeterminegeneralintra-siteandinter-sitechronologies, it should always be
used with care and combined with other chronological markers.
Thepresentresearch,focusedon Inuit sod houses settlements, for which maps based
on actual measurements were produced and available, and contain ing structures dated to
at least two of the following time periods: precontact Inuit (l5 1h toI6 th century),earlycontactlprotohistoric (16th to 17 Ih century),historic(late 17 th tomid-19 Ih century),late
historic(mid-19thtoearly20'hcentury).lglosiatik land

achvakareexceptions,andthe

reason why they were incorporated in this research hasbeenexplained.Ultimately,the
following 9 sites were selected: Eskimo Island (GaBp-3), Avertok (GiCb-I), Kamlakullllk
(GjCb-6), Iglosiatik (HbCh-I), Johaness Point I (IbCq-I), Ikkusik (IdCr-2), Nachvak
Village (IgCx-3), Komaktorvik I (lhCw-I), and Nunaingok I (JcDe-l)
The exploratory tools favollred for the present research were the Stienendiagram,
and the Empty space distance diagram. In order to visllalize general pattems and trends in
thespatialarrangementofLabradorlnuitcoastalsites,eachhouse's nearest neighbour
N)distance was recorded (fora lOtal ofl42 houses),and a typical cIoudofpoints
graph was generated (Figllre 10)
This research project was realized following a set of multiple interconnected
objectives, which were as follows:

• COllduc/ a campara/ive analysis ofLabrador fllui/ imrasi/e spa/ial arrangemem of
houses based on /he s/udy ofquamijiable /rends observed wi/hill Labrador Illl/i/
coas/al selliemen/sfea/urillg s/ruc/ures /ha/ have been daled /0 a/leas/Ill'o of/he
following period: pr%his/oric flll/i/ (15 th /0 16'h cell/IllY), early-comac/lprolOhislOric

(J 6'1. to 17'1. centmy), historic (late 17'" to mid-19'" century), late historic (mid-19 'h to
early 20'1. centwy) and modern (20'1. centmy to today);

The data generated in this study were applied to the following questions:

It can be said that the above-mentioned objectives and researchq uestionswere

satisfactorily met and answered. The present thesisdemonstrated that general trends could
be deciphered from the spatial patteming of houses within Labrador Inuit costal
settlements. It was determined that the most common NN distances are situated between
3.lm and 6.2m {fora total of46 sod houses) followed by 6.3m t09.4m (fora total of34
sod houses). Second,NN distances tend to increase and become moredisparatefrom
southern to northem locations. More precisely, while distances below 12.5m remain
essentiallyconstantthroughoutallsites,distancesabovel8mdrastically increase starting
atlglosiatik(lg). Finally, sites with components with the wider range of dates also

exhibit a wider range of

distances, while others present more homogeneity. This

observationcanbeexplainedbythefactthatspatialneeds,reflected in the spatial
panerningofhouses(aswell as in house architecture and internal arrangementofhouse
features), fluctuate through time. The wider timespan a site covers,thegreaterthe
variability in spatial arrangements it will display. Furtherrnore,themostextensivelyasite
is inhabited, the more elaborate its spatial arrangement becomes
The ethnographic data collected in the present work suports the followingassertions.
First, for the Inuit, social distance and spatial distance are directlyproportional.Second,
abandonedhousesorhouseruinsmayinfacthavebeenconsideredinhabitedbythelnuit,
justin a less tangible manner than in the case ofsimultaneousoccupations.Third,lnuit
houses, just like Inuit bodies, can be lIsed to communicate, and feel, social closeness or
distance. Fourth,theconceptsofsilaqqa/igii/andnllnaqqa/igii/lieareessential for
understanding the Inuit spatial patterning of houses. The follow ing portrait of the
Labrador Inuit spatial patterning of houses can be sketched.
The spatial patterning of houses within Labradorlnuitcoastalsettlements may be
considered in ternlsofa series of increasing socio-spatial removes(Figlire 29). The
closest expression of clustering would be the grouping oflivingareas,presumably

occupiedbyoneortwoilagii/nangminarii/("thosewhoshareapart of' the closest)
within the same house, as reflected in multi lobed structures sharing an entrance tunnel.
This level of kinship in elaborated during the communal house phaseofthe 18 th century.
At the next remove are hOllsesgrouped into shared-mound clusters, either arrayed ina

line or clumped. At another remove are houses and house groups that are relatively distant
from other houses at the settlement, and suggest more distantly related or even unrelated
factions. Finally,atthefarthestremoveareoutlierhouses.Finally, since estrangement and
outliemesscould be avoided in many ways, outlier houses are not just spatial aberrations
but should be examined as essential Inuit cultural phenomena.

7.1 Future Research
While it did bring forth essential elements of Inuit cosmology, anddemonstrated
their utility for the understanding of the Labradorarchaeologicalrecord,thisthesisisonly
a sketch of its complexity. Asetofpotential research avenues is revealedatthe
conclusion of this research. Inuit phenomenology was brushed upon, as the body and its
symbolic ramificationswerediscussed,butnotforrnally included in this research. It
would indeed be interesting to further our understanding of past Inuit perception of space,
in tenns of what was considered close or far. The nearest neighbour distances calculated
for this research could provide foundation data for such an exam ination. Another topic
pertaining to Inuit phenomenology would be "settlement musicality". As one examines
each site map and Stienen diagrams, a certain rhythm seems toaccompany the reading,
and the eye is brought at different speeds todifferentareasofthes ite (presumably faster
where houses are most concentrated). This brings to mind the importance given by the
Inuit to the visual and sonorous quality offootsteps over the Labradorwinterlandscape.
Itislikelythatareasofheightenedsignificance,suchasaparticulardwellingoroutdoors
area,wouldbevisuallyhighlightedbyaconcentrationoffoottracks(fllmilljaq).

Following this, the sounds of footsteps would also be more intensearoundtheseareas.
Seeinghowlnuitmarkthedifferencebetweenplaces"withfootsteps"tllll1itaqaqtllq
(associatedwithsafety),andplaces"withoutfootsteps"tllll1itaillllq (considered tobe the
realm of the illlla"spirits", a place ofinsecurity),the spatial positioning of houses could
be considered as a reflection of each house's inhabitants' status within a group.
Furthermore, site musicality could provide useful foundation material to further explore
outlier houses, since they often stand at the margin betweentllmitaqaqtllq and rlllllitaillllq
places.
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